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Louise Graham
To Be Honored

ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA

Black Press Told
To Speak Like Moses
BY HAZEL TRICE EDNEY

resources and put them together in

NNPA EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

such a way that across this nation
there would be celebration of the
black press in every church in the

WASHINGTON (NNPA) -

United States.”

FundamentaK black institutions,
including the black press, must

That kind of coalition could

consistently remain like the voice

impact social ills, including crime,

of Moses in the years to come; not

she says.

only speaking “truth to power,”

“If we combined our efforts, I

but to the people as well, a leading

think we could fight off some of

black theologian has told black

the problems of our community,”
she said. “The main thing is that

newspaper publishers.

Louise Graham

“How vital you are to the

we must form the relationship and

survival of African-Americans as

we must do it now.”
Even while forming partner
ships, some churches have
become so distant from the
community that the black press
has to deal with that issue in print,
says John B. Smith Sr. NNPA
chair and publisher of the Atlanta
Inquirer.

we journey into the 2lst Century,”
the

ST. PETERSBURG - The

opmentally disabled. Because

life and work of community

of

pioneer Louise Graham will
be honored with an exhibit at

throughout

joined her by volunteering

St.

their

Petersburg's

Carter

G.

her

dedication,
St.

time

friends

Petersburg

and

donating

Woodson Museum beginning

resources at the organization

Sept. 26,2008.

she

“The Power of One: The
Life

and

Work

founded,

the

Florence

Nightingale Circle. When she

of Louise

died in the 1986, the organiza

Graham” will kick off with a

tion was renamed in her honor.

public program on the opening
day of the exhibit Sept. 26

Graham, who gave thousands
of hours of service as a
volunteer, was considered a
friend to the community by
many. Mrs. Graham’s legacy

from 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.

to

coincide with

Graham’s

birthday on Sept. 27.
Louise Graham worked as
a volunteer at what is now All
Children’s Hospital. In 1949

continues today through the
work at the Louise Graham
Regeneration Center located

Graham met a developmental-

in

ly disabled man who had been

provides job skills training,

abandoned

work experience,

by

his

family.

Midtown. . The

center

supported

Graham felt the best way to

employment and independent

help him was to teach him

living skills for 50 adults with

self-sufficiency. She took him

developmental disabilities.

to her home, set up shelving in

The staff at the Louise
Graham Regeneration Center

her garage and taught him how
to stock shelves. Graham
worked with him until he

students,, and

could stock and arrange the

Graham who worked with her
of

the

of

shelves on his own. She then

as

arranged an interview for him

Nightingale Circle and who
would like to share their

at a local grocery store where

part

Florence

he obtained a job as a stock

testimony

clerk.

Please contact Eddie Santiago

As the years went on, she
continued helping the devel-

about

Dr.

Kevin

Cosby,

told members of the National
Newspaper Publishers Association
during its annual conference in
Louisville June 24-28. “Here in
the black community, we’ve got
to decide as churches and pastors
and newspaper publishers, ‘What
are we going to be to our people?’
Are we going to be Moses or are
we going to be Aaron?”
Ussng a biblical story of the
two brothers from Exodus 32:2126, Cosby, also the 30-year
veteran pastor of the city’s St.
Stephen Church, described Moses
as the “the voice of progress” and
Aaron as “the voice of decline.”
He said because many of the
wounds of the black community
are self-inflected, including black
on black violence, it is the respon
sibility of the black press, the
black church and other black insti

is seeking family members,
associates

Rev.

president of Simmons College,

Graham.

at 727-327-9444 if you would
like to participate.

Thf Chat t fngfr Tnsttif

tutions to go beyond fighting die
governmental powers that oppress
black people.
“The role of the media and the
prophetic black pulpit is to speak
truth to power. But the same
Moses who spoke truth to power
also spoke truth to the powerless.
And it is just as important to speak
truth to the powerless as it is to
speak truth to the powerful,”

He says a church in Atlanta

NNPA Foundation Chair Dorothy Leavell says
there must be a solidified relationship between the
black church and the black press
Cosby said.
Cosby quoted Dr. Wyatt T.
Walker, one of the chief strategists
for Dr. King, as saying that there
are five primary institutions that

requires people to show their W-2
tax form in order to become a>

NNPA representatives with a goal
of deciding howto establish anew
relationship.
“The black. church has a

member.
“We have to deal with those
ills too,” he says, but it’s about
educating people about such
things.

during the horrors of racism, seg

responsibility to help the black
press stay alive. The black church
has a responsibility to encourage

The black church has histori
cally played a role in the progress
of black people - both spiritually

regation and Jim Crow. These are

its members to read black newspa

and socially.

five fundamental institutions that

pers and also to subscribe,” says

“Every bit of civil rights legis

are vital to the survival of our

Mollie Belt, publisher of the

lation in this country originated in

people, he said: The black family,

Dallas Examiner.

sustained

African-Americans

somebody’s black church. Let’s

The black church, black business

But, that should be an even

es, black schools and the black

exchange, she says, noting that

Medium publisher Chris Bennett.

medial

black newspapers should also

The Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King

report what’s going on in black

Jr., a co-founder of the Southern

seen a disintegration of many of

church events and activities.

Christian Leadership Conference,

these institutions that service the

frequently

African-American community. It

Dorothy
Leayell,
NNPA
Foundation chairwoman, pointed

is so important that we have these

out

“There’s already a significant

life-sustaining institutions, espe

co-publisher of the nation’s first

coalition between us. We just have

cially the black press because the

black

to keep it going,” Bennett says.

black press tells our story from

Presbyterian minister. Therefore

Responding to the publishers,

oUr perspective.”

the institutions are rooted together.

Dr. F. Bruce WiUiams, pastor of

“Since integration, we have

that

Samuel

Cornish,

newspaper,

was

a

was

“Because we are two of the

followed by a panel discussion

oldest black institutions in this

between leading black clergy and

country,

Cosby’s

message

we

could

take

not forget that,” says

held

Seattle

organizational

meetings in the black church.

NNPA
continued on pg. 10
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mentoring

and
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organization’s
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2007 Winner
FRONT PAGE AWARD FOR COMMENTARYWashineton
- Baltimore Newspaper
Guild
«CF
JL JT

Spotlight on
Accomplishment

Siouncl I3i1;o»
of Prolrast
Yvonne Scruggs-Leftwich
Foreword by Dorothy I. Height
Published by Third World Press
Promoting racial, social, and gender justice is not a silent spectator sport.

Sl
■Ob';

BfllUB f

J9

d

Jib.;:

YvoniWcfuggs-Leftwich
Forewcfcd

Dorothy I. Heights

Today's instant-society too often arrives at the conclusion of "enough already"
abou t non-mainstream issues like race, gender, and poverty; while losing sight
of some continuing harsh realities. Sound Bites of Protest is an intellectual
memoirz a chronicle of written thought and protest about specifically
debilitating indignities—against African Americans, other people of color,
women, and poor folks.
In every chapter of this book, Yvonne Scruggs-Leftwich accepts the assignment of
being the lions' historian, so that tales of the hunt will no longer glorify the hunters.
—Ambassador and former Senator Carol Moseley Braun
Illinois and Atlanta, Georgia
Throughout the two decades that 1 have worked with Yvonne Scruggs-Leftwich, the
candor with which she writes in Sound Bites of Protest, has been a blazing beacon
shining to expose injustice.
-—Rev. Dr. Joseph E. Lowery, Dean of Civil Rights,
Co-founder, Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC)

www.thirdworidpressinc.com

www.yscruggs.com

BY ROSALIE PECK
Stephanie Nicole Williams, the vivacious,

goal-

oriented, and studious 17-year old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde Williams of St. Petersburg, Florida, and recent
honors graduate of historic Gibbs High School (BETA
Business, Economics, & Technology Academy), has
matriculated to Florida State University where she will
major in Biological Science to fulfill her goal of achieving

3u2

, -

... ■ s.

an M.D. degree in keeping with her career interest in
Pediatrics & Health Care.
This gifted young student with commitment to excel
lence in academics, recently graduated Summa Cum
Laude with a grade point average of 4.1429, and ranked
37 in a class of 391. Stephanie is regarded by her peers
and former high school instructors as a focused and hard
working individual.
ments

earned

Stephanie’s outstanding achieve

her

welcome

to

the

Florida

State

University’s Women in Math, Science and Engineering
(WIMSE) Living-Learning Community at Cawthon Hall,
where while seeking success in math, science, or engi
neering, she will have opportunities to meet women who
have been successful in their careers as scientists,
engineers and mathematicians.

Stephanie was selected

from among many applicants to the program, and is to be
commended for all her good work.
Stephanie’s earned awards include: Florida Bright
Futures Medallion and Gold Seal Vocational Scholars
Awards;

Alpha

Kappa Alpha

Sorority,

Inc.

Youth

Development Foundation of Pinellas Cdunty High School
Merit Scholarship Award; 2008 Gibbs Senior High School
Class of 1968 Scholarship Award; St. Petersburg College
Center of Excellence National Achievers Certificate of

■aw S

Achievement;

Kltt

I

SKI

Multi-Platinum Hip Hop and R&B artist with hits like
“17 Can’t Touch This" 8c “Too Legit to Quit"

St. Petersburg College Mac Williams

Certificates for Academic Achievement (2004-08); Ebony
Scholars

Award

and

Certificates

for

Academic

Achievement (2004-08); several Dean’s List awards com
mendable to her nearly Straight-A accomplishments in
Honors & AP courses; Winner ofthe Cities of America
Nationals Division II Miss Jr. Teen Tampa/St. Petersburg.
Stephanie is a member of Greater St. Paul M.B.
Church. As a high school student involved in community
service activities prior to graduation, she assisted with
teaching beginners violin lessons to elementary students
and

was

a

Pinellas

County

Schools

nominee

for

“Volunteer of the Year” representing Maximo Elementary
School for her fine work and dedication.
HI

> i

As a Teen

Volunteer at Hospice of the Florida Suncoast, Stephanie
served as a videographer, clerical assistant and support
team member visiting Hospice patients in their residences
and nursing homes.

IMMlBMiCgAwB

# v*3 tT*ra5* ST?1 B Iraq »■ on PTOM

Congratulations to Stephanie Williams for outstand
ing accomplishments. Best wishes and God’s continued
blessings as she sails on into the future with faith and
thanksgiving, ever mindful that “Desire is the key to moti

The first 10,000 fans in attendance will

vation, but it s the determination and commitment to an

receive a Rays LED Flashl^ht

unrelenting pursuit of your goal, a commitment to excel
lence, that will enable you to attain the success you seek ”

presented by Bright House Networks.

(Mario Andretti).
Those who know Stephanie also know, that in terms of
concert Series Produced by

Oniy on

bright
house

commttment, and dreams fulfilled, Stephanie Nicole
Williams has only just begun.

RECTIWD
—
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Bush Remedies On Oil Short-Sighted
BY U.S. REP. DONNA
EDWARDS (D-MD.)
NNPA SPECIAL
COMMENTARY

When

Federal

Reserve

Chairman Ben Bernanke appeared
before

the

Economic

Club

of

Chicago in 2006, he foreshadowed
“the days of persistently cheap oil
and natural gas prices are likely
behind us.”
oil surpasses $140 a barrel, the
chairman’s prediction appears to be
increasingly accurate. Unfortunately,
the Bush Administration’s efforts to
address the crisis included simply a

The second bill, the Energy Markets

can begin by transitioning from fossil

generalmanager@theweeklychallenger.com

2001.
And while the Democrats in

Emergency

directs

fuels and last century energy produc

www.theweeklychallenger.com

the Commodity Futures Trading

tion to green and renewable energy

Readership: 100,000 monthly

Congress take this country in a new

Commission to use all its authority

development. Congress should

direction when it comes to our

and emergency powers to limit

provide funding for remodeling older

energy future, they are blocked at

excessive

energy

homes and businesses, while devel

lead the world from racial antagonism when it accords to

every turn by the oil barons and their

futures markets which many believe

oping tax policy that encourages

every man, regardless of race, creed or color, his human

friends in the White House and on

is contributing to a rise in cost that

green development and conserva

and legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no man... the

Capitol Hill.
But now more than ever, there is

has little to do with the traditional

tion.

no doubt that much of our nation’s

and a lot to do with greed.

East oil producers to increase supply,
subsidizing big oil companies
through tax breaks, and pushing for
leasing millions of additional acres
of federal and protected lands to oil
companies for exploration and
drilling for fossil fuels.
These efforts have achieved no
significant effect, with gas prices
rising 250 percent since the day
President Bush took office, leading
to

$4.09/gallon and costing the

average American over $1,250

Act,

speculation

in

We must cap carbon emissions

relationship of supply and demand
Still, more needs to be done to

limits of 20 percent reductions by

sound, multi-faceted energy policy

2020 and 80 percent reductions by

that weans our nation off of oil,

approach when it comes to dealing

the middle of the century. To achieve

promotes research and development

with energy costs in America. This

this goal, we must provide industries

of renewable energy, and eventually

will require strong market signals to

with incentives to end carbon pro

eliminates the harmful emissions that

show that innovation will create jobs

duction through clean technologies.

contribute to global warming.

and stimulate the economy.

on

Once we are able to combine
clean

energy

production

with

Recently, Congress took

We must tie our 21st Century

important steps in leading our country

energy policy to economic develop

industry investments, we will be

in a new direction by passing two

ment by promoting deeper invest

close to solving the energy crisis.

important bills. The first, Saving

ments in mass transit and utility

Recent events have made it clear that

Energy through Public Transportation

infrastructure, especially for vulnera

energy costs are one of the few com

Act of 2008, will help fight rising

ble communities. We can also no

modities that can affect a wide range

energy costs by providing grants to

longer delay long-term investments

of

mass transit authorities to reduce

in clean energy research, develop

Internationally, domestically, and

public transit fares, expand transit

ment and production of wind, solar,

individually, our dependence on

St. Petersburg • Clearwater • Tampa

services and assist with escalating

fossil fuels has a tremendous ripple

Largo * Tarpon Springs * Safety Harbor

operating costs.
In the Washington, D.C. metro

and other renewable energy sources.
This type of forward thinking will
provide real solutions to global

energy policy all the more

politan region alone, SEPTA will

warming and be the catalyst of our

paramount. The time has come to

provide $57.3 million in federal

nation’s next economic boom.

look forward.

markets

in

our

economy.

effect, making a revolutionary

That catalyst in the short-term

funding for public transportation.

eration of “information” on the

they can each be easily disproven,
the Internet rumors provide a cover
for many whites to pretend that there

campaign joins together racism and a
sort of ideological irrationalism. It
appeals to every fear that white

Internet as being a credible counter

are too many unknowns about Sen.

I came across a front

balance.
This situation, by no coinci

Obama to justify supporting him.
The other feature has to do with

people can possibly have. But most
importantly it provides many ofthem

page article in the Washington Post
concerning the rumors that are being

dence, is akin to the information we

the politics of irrationalism in the

spread about Sen. Barack Obama, I,

S

, NNPA COLUMNIST

face of confirmed denials, people
will take the fact that there is a prolif

Tljr Weekly QUfallenger
is distributed
in the following cities:

Bradenton

Tl}e Wfrkltj Tljnllrnsrr

Facing Obama: Rumors, Fear & Race
BYBILL FLETCHERJR. , ?

that all men are hurt as long as anyone is held back.

by actually proposing mandatory

signify a fundamental change in our

prosperity depends

THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best

Black Press strives to help every man in the firm belief

a

series of short-sighted remedies such
as attempting to persuade Middle

Email:

more per year for gasoline since

future

Two years later as the price of

Fax (727) 823-2568

with a comfortable shield.
There is no need to seek the truth

Published weekly on Thursdays by
The Weekly Challenger
2500 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. St. S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 896-2922
LOCAL SUBSCRIPTION RATES
$60 for 1 year

were bombarded with prior to the

USA.

ideologies,

because they have received enough

invasion of Iraq. Whether it was

including but not limited to right-

emails to confirm their views. They

probably like you, have been hearing

about weapons of mass destruction

wing populism, often appeal to raw

can hold to the view that Sen. Obama

about these rumors but I must
confess that I have put them aside. I

or

emotion, ignorance and fear.

is a Muslim DESPITE the weeks of

ATTENTION POSTMASTER:

Saddam Hussein and Al Qaeda, these

They suggest that the unknown

coverage of Sen. Obama’s feud

am now taking these rumors, or at

all turned out to be false, if not

is not only impossible to ever under

with

least their potential impact, very

outright lies. Yet, it is reported that

stand, but also dangerous. Education

seriously.
Since early in the campaign an

approximately a quarter ofthe popu

that promotes tolerance and scientific

pastor, Rev. Wright.
The answer, for the irrationalists

Send all address changes to
The Weekly Challenger
2500 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. St. S.

lation STILL believe these to have

investigation is treated as a threat to

is simple: all politicians lie. So, we

electronic smear operation has been

been correct.
The anti-Obama rumor phenom

closely held views, to the point that

witness a/ tragedy unfold. White

the right-wing will not allow the facts

working people and many in the pro

enon must be understood as having

to get in the way of their opinions.

fessional-managerial

underway against Sen. Obama. As
many commentators have pointed
out, it is precisely because of the near

alleged

connections

between

Right-wing

his

former

CHRISTIAN

group,

have

two inter-related, though independ

The anti-Obama rumor phenom

found their lives slipping away from

anonymity of the ‘campaigners’ that

ent features. The first, and probably

enon is entirely consistent with this

them. Their living standard is

this assault is not only so devilish, but

most obvious, is the question of race.

irrationalism, and is actually reminis

declining, and they face —- along

also difficult to counter. No one
knows who originated the rumors but

The proliferation of these rumors

cent of the anti-water fluoridation

with the rest of us — a chilling

to the point that so many white

campaign that the right-wing extrem

they come at you with such speed

people

that they begin to seem believable.

provides an opportunity for them to

ists of the John Birch Society
launched in the 1950s, suggesting

economic future.
They see wars unfolding, and

In the case of Sen. Obama the

vote against Sen. Obama yet not feel

that it was a communist plot to

even when they want to. Yet, in the

rumors range from his allegedly

poison the population. The John

face of a candidate who campaigns

being a Muslim (so what, if this were

the tingle of racism.
As the main character in the

Birch Society felt no need to support

on the basis of a need for dramatic

true!!!), to having been actually bom

Washington Post story implied, he

their contention with any scientific

changes in the USA and an alteration

allege

to

be

confused,

often feel too powerless to stop them,

SINGLE COPY
50 cents

St. Petersburg, FL 33705
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If you have not received your paper
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All news items, advertising copy and related
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in Africa, to not reciting the Pledge of

was so confused he did not know

investigation and research. It was

in the relations of the USA with the

columnists/advice columnists do not
necessarily reflect the views of

Allegiance.
As the Washington Post pointed

what he was going to do. Thus,

simply enough to spout — time and

rest of the planet, they freeze. Such

The Weekly Challenger. By publishing

despite the lack of any credibility in

again — their fears and prejudices.

change is too scary; too uncertain ...

out,

the Internet rumors, and the fact that

such columns, The Challenger is not
advocating the following of any advice

in discussing

a. small

The

anti-Obama

rumor

oh yeah, one other thing: too black.

Midwestern town, these rumors have

or suggestion expressed.

become so strong that even in the
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COMMUNITY NEWSMinority Development
Committee Hosts
Tea And Fashion Show

Pinellas County Urban League’s
Career Connection Center

s63Ffi§F

Ave. S.
The committee will delight
its loyal friends and supporters
with beautiful fashions, musical

BY KATRISA B. WINSTON

entertainment,
speakers,

How Should I Dress
For An Interview?

inspirational

and

great

food.

Lawanna Stewart, event chair
woman at Rainbow Tea said she
hopes the public will unite with
them.
“We

look

forward

business casual? Remember, your goal is to

support

from

the

lifetime. You truly believe this is the career for

convince the interviewer that you are a good fit

community at this year’s affair,”

you. It is your time to shine and impress the

because you possess the skills to perform the

she said. This years theme is

job but you also know how to dress to reflect a

“Dare To Dream: Join Us

positive image for the company.

We Search For a Cure At The

You have just landed the interview of a

recruiter with everything you have to offer.
Now the question is; how should you dress for

to

entire

As

End Of The Rainbow!”

your interview? Just as your friends tell a lot

Donations

are

welcomed

about you, what you wear speaks volumes

Quick Tips

about how you value the job opportunity and

- Avoid styles that are trendy - wife beaters

and can be given to any member

or low cut blouses.
- Avoid over exposing too much skin or

of the Minority Development

how you are viewed by the interviewer.
Today, the buzz words “business casual” is

belly button.
- Avoid wearing jeans or pants under your

often heard from the boardrooms to the training
facilities. However, does this mean that you
should

wear

whatever

fashion

designers

rear-end.
- Avoid over accessorizing - wearing rings

Committee

an old traditional double breasted orange suit,

on every finger or nose rings.

County Unit will host their First

- Do dress for success - dress for the job

revealing blouses, or tops with your (midriff)

you want.
- Do examine the company’s dress codes

belly exposed.
While youthful styles are very trendy and
may

be

acceptable

among

your

before your interview.
- Do visit the company to observe the dress

friends,

dressing inappropriately for an interview can

of current employees.
- Do dress in attire that reflect positively on

cost you the job. You may impress your
friends; however, you will not impress the
recruiter.

In

fact,

many

recruiters

you as a person and professional

and

Annual

The Minority Development

promote as the current styles? Should you wear
shorts hanging under your rear end, blue jeans,

Committee.

Lawanna Stewart, Event Chairwoman

Cancer

of the American
Society’s

Pinellas

please

Rainbow

Tea

(727)

Florida Suncoast,

at(727)599-6053.

Hot Jobs
You love choices! With the latest shades,

not

Information Specialist

anti-aging skin care and great gift ideas,

Computer Programmer

I can show you beautiful products suited

over

dressing by wearing rings on every finger or
loud colors are bound to be overkill. Many
corporate environments expect employees to

Emergency Complaint Writer

Event

dress in professional attire. In contrast, it is ill-

Sr. Sales Associate

advised to overdress by wearing rings on every

Dock Worker-Certified

finger or formal evening attire to an interview.

Maintenance Tech

Independent Sales Director

Housekeeper/Maintenance

www.marykay.com/dspeights

just tor you. Gall me today to find more ways

Retail Store Manager

Make no mistake you must make a distinc

or

celebrate
being a woman

Firefighter/EMT, Firefighter Paramedic

Conversely,

867-7702

Chairwoman Lawanna Stewart

3110 First

scheduled interview with individuals who are
ready.”

General

Chairwoman Mary S. Jones at

and

Fashion Show at 4 p.m.,
Saturday, July 26, at Hospice of

employers alike have refused to conduct a
“interview

For information,

contact

to look good and feel great!
Dianne Speights
(727) 866-6621
(727) 403-0144

Service Coordinator-case manager

tion between what is appropriate work attire
and your causal wear. Most employers invest

Contact

time and money on your training and develop

the

Pinellas

County

Urban

ment. Before your interview examine the

League’s (PCUL) Career Connection Center

company’s dress code. When in doubt, ask

for more details about the career opportunities

your recruiters, in advance, what attire is

listed.

expected at the interview - professional or

destination
graduation
Did your student struggle

Nonage

to get promoted this year?

UNLIMITED Local & Long Distance Calling

$941 QQ
OHhHbOHK

Raa*

mb

per month1

IT’S FREE!

Are you an incoming Senior

• Reading

determined to graduate?

• Comprehension
and fluency

Or do you just want to

• Math (Algebra,

do better this year?

Geometry and basic
math skills)

LET US GIVE YOU THE BOOST
YOU’VE BEEN LOOKING FOR!

• Games, food and
more!

Every Wednesday 6:00 - 7:30 p.m.
Registration is now open!

Switch to Vonage and Save $ $300 a Year on Your Phone Bill*!

Call St Mark M.B. Church at (727) 321-6632
Say No to Higher Phone Bills!

Easy to Switch, Easy to Save

• Our price starts low and stays low®.
Satisfaction Guaranteed*! .

• 25 Premium Features at no extra cost

Destination Graduation has somethingfor students at any level!

• Free calls,to 5 select European countriesv

• No bundles, no hassles, no Introductory
pricing — just reliable phone service at a
reliable price!

• lnternational locations for as low as 1 cent
per minutev

Naaman Johnson

represents

/CROWN
EUROGARS

Keep your current phone number*

Special Offer
Vonage works with your existing home

$07199

I T|71 Month

^4:1 FREE!

Mercedes-Benz

phone and high-speed Internet connection
Award-winhing quality and reliability

Naaman Johnson, represents Merfeedes-Benz at Grown
-Eurocars. Naaman is a familiar name in the luxury
European automobile circles and is an outstanding
representation of Grown Eurocars and the customer
service ptineipies-we beii^.in. '

Call: 1.800.590.7311
res wkh 0fF0tflM matMiTOasoM fun om pun bnbwuofflBWJFdi wsssarasaftt
V Frss» to
W Stett
Bates ttey W S®
tf he fwpsftfe, t Fites ealsfe

«eUMd fesi«
T®e$, Ste feMrts CM Ftones. ancJ is Med 6 it* France. Spaa, IM and M. Otar Meratai
OeiaMwageffll savice speiate fcnSy.Ssi WtenSSi 1- See
fer details Mah-Speed hfewt Rewired. Ssmsand oft® sjte® rsy
sm, rapttg and activate® f«s art «risn As charges. eqripaM, tes.S shipping WetnaWI safe Kite) tf nMe. ate saM fe tteIB only, See Tests of

rturtrtfcrsrefRf

Kfrtrtnfeftisti^ sente
art feniKatefeAjsfcateahfttffrtirtffirt Ite per stoat. tetoteMly fetaasrt of
have not exceeded
500 state of Ltsag« and rto teas a
fete tfteeata wter few i-¥8NA.G£-H&P, ad ram ol ajgltfat in original cwsfifcn and pacfeR «if)s 14 toys of
Refuwi mi tf fecMe charges
for taxes, rtteartrt tege, payphone cafe toftosasje tt tes Miws aW
wstm Offer wttfa«N« wiste.Be aster tester procss W® aat».«tfety 19 tarns cfays tan the me

EUROCARS

prata fw Mer request. ©200svof®£}e.

Just Kcognifiit as one ofthe

Mercedes-Benz “Best ef the Best”

Please Suppqrt Our Advertisers!

Retailer Award Winners for 2002-2004-2006

Naaman would like to invite all his friends, clients and
those who would like a Mercedez Benz purchase
experience “unlike any other" ,
to stop by and say hello.
Direct (727)329-3036
e-mail njohnson@crowncars.com
FA40994

6001 34th Street N„ St. Petersburg •

(727)527-5731
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COMMUNITY NEWS
United Nations
International Day
Against Drug Abuse
Reaches Teens
Of Tampa Bay

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
P

u

b

11

>

Courtesy of
Saturday, July 12 - Gallery Walk, second Saturday

Thursday, July 17 - 35th Anniversary Sunrise Sale.

monthly at participating galleries, from 5:30 to 9 p.m.

Throughout downtown St. Petersburg. 6:43 a.m. Look

Take a Walk on the Art Side. Enjoy an evening of visual

for the yellow banners on stores offering deep discount

art and see what's new at downtown galleries, meet

ed specials during this once a -year pj party. Music, food

artists^and gallery owners. Downtown Arts Association.
, Free,

www.stpetearts.org

or

727-821-6767.

Dine-A-

Round and Enjoy the Arts. 5 to 10 p.m. Hop aboard the

TAMPA -' In coordination
with the Foundation' for a Drug-

samplings, great sales and shuttle bus service will be

with “The Truth About Drugs”

available. Downtown Business Association, www.stpete-

Day Against Drug Abuse and

booklet.

downtownbiz.com

Illicit

Trafficking,

Martinez,

1977

Dedicated to drug education,

Free

the Foundation makes its “Truth
About Drugs” series of booklets

World

Saturday, July 19 - Boat Building - FlSH-ful Saturday,

Downtown Arts Association, participating restaurants

The Pier Aquarium, 800 2nd Ave. N.E. noon to 2 p.m.

presented

and their special offers, www.loopertrolley.com.

www.pieraquarium.org or 727-895-7437.

D.O.P.E

NCNW Hosts Voter
Machine Workshop

J.

Parker Courier

Florida’s

premier

-

Services,
low

cost

St.

relied on outsourcing certain
portions

of their

operation

because it made financial and

delivery service revealed that

fiscal sense.

outsourcing your weekly tasks

from the business community’s

and errands can put actual

book will allow for some of the

dollars back into your wallet.

same fiscal gains for house

With gas pricing continu

Taking a page

About J. PARKER Courier

looking for ways tp maximize

Services,

the strength of their dollar(s).

Courier Services is Florida’s

“At JPC, we offer a grocery

premier logistic, delivery and
courier service. J. Parker

and errand delivery service that
our clients can take advantage

LLC

J.

Parker

for as low as $10,” Dwight
Gauldin,
chief
executive
officer said. “By allowing us to

Courier Services is dedicated to
providing its’ clients with
timely and quality same
day delivery/logistic services.

take

routine

More than just point A to B,

errands we are able to reduce

JPC offers a business relation

your cost on gas, car repairs

ship that is unsurpassed, cost

and retail shopping expenses

saving price

because we will never do any

business

solutions

impulsive shopping.

problem

solving

care

of your

So you

Petersburg

Metropolitan

families

structures
with

communities.

NCNW fulfills this purpose

of Negro Women will host a

through research, advocacy, and

demonstration on how to use the

national and community-based

new

voting

machines

services and programs on issues

on

of

Saturday, July 19, between npon

health,

education,

and

and 1:30 p.m.., at the Historic

economic empowerment in the

NCNW

United States and Africa. With

Fannye

A.

Ponder

Council House located at 1835

its 39 national affiliates and

Ninth Aye. S., St. Petersburg.

more than 240 sections, NCNW
is a 501(c)3 organization with

The National Council of

an

outreach to

nearly

four

million women.

of national African-American
and

For more information about

community-based
sections.
Founded in 1935, the NCNW’s

joining the local Section or the

women’s

organizations

mission is to lead, develop, and
advocate for women of African

Voting machine Demonstration
Workshop, contact Signora
Farris at 727-327-3154.

available to non-profit organiza
tions free of charge.

“When

Eventually...”) at the Martin

people have the facts, they can’t

Luther King Recreation Center

be fooled or lied to, and they will

and Skatepark in Dunedin at 688

make positive decisions for their

Skatepark in Clearwater that

lives,” said Stephanie Bruneau,

evening. This film looks at four

the Say No to Drugs, Say Yes to

legendary

Life Program coordinator for the

world champion

skateboarders,
Christian

Jay Adams,

Hosoi,

Dennis

Church

of

Scientology

in

Clearwater who uses the

It

Foundation’s materials. To date,

examines their rise to the top and
their decent into the drug and

nearly 20 million Truth About

crime culture and slow climb

tributed in 22 languages around

back

the world.

Martinez and Bruce Logan.

to

life.

Rare

archival

Drugs booklets have been dis

footage and new interviews

On the release of the UN

combine to explore the effect

Office on Drugs and Crime 2007

drug use has on society.

World

Dennis

also

passionately

Drug

Executive

Report,

Director

the

Antonio

addressed the kids about the

Maria Costa said, “The lives of

harm that a drug-infused life

at least one out of every 200

creates.

He relayed his many

people in the world today are

near death experiences because

ruled by drugs.” He remarked

of drugs and how he lost money,

that the world needs to change

fame and friends and really hurt

the way it looks at the drug

his family in the process. He has

problem and focus on defending
people’s health. “It is a shared
responsibility internationally,”
he said.
For more information on the
Foundation visit www.drugfreeworld.org and on the the movie

now become the pastor of a
Christian Church and has his

drugs and get their life back.

visit www.dopethemovie.org.

At the end of the movie,
Dennis had all the kids sign the

its

stand behind our brand and the
quality of work we can provide

State Approved Pre-Funeral

continued.
Today’s economy calls for

for you or your firm. “We

Arrangement Plan

WEBB S BAIL BOND

Operate In Your World.”
more

of

Prison

We

you don’t need,” Gauldin

For

or

rehab center m San Diego where
he is helping many people get off

1940 7th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
(727) 896-2602

never leave the store with items

everyone to rethink how they

screening

own faith-based residential

Creal Funeral
Home

and

team.

and

Section of the National Council

Negro Women Inc. is a council

holds.

ing to raise the entire country is

descent as they support their

ST.PETERSBURG - The

the
(Death

Free World presented each teen

Dennis

style Skateboarding Champion,

CLEARWATER

from the Foundation for a Drug

Free World and to celebrate the
United Nations International

shuttle to receive a flyer that list the members of the

Outsourcing
Regular Errands
Will Save You
Gas And Money

Drug-Free Pledge. Representatives

information

allocate their resources to find

please visit www.jparkercouri-

ways to gain additional funds.

er.com or call 1(888)953.0004.

Burial Service • Funeral Service
Cremation Service^ • Shipping Service

24 Hours A Day • 365 Days A Yeal

Robert Creal, Sr., LFD

For decades, businesses have

CLASSIFIED
LIFE AND FINAL EXPENSE
INSURANCE
If you have been turned down
for health reasons, don’t delay!
Call Today! (727) 565-0164
Alice Johnson-Reed, General Agent
St. Petersburg, Florida

3069 18th Ave. S., St. Petersburg • 727-321-7610
Heels • Hair • Accessories • Beauty Is More Than Hair Deep

Lie. #131633

MARy

HOMEOWNERS
INSURANCE

skme

Cancelled or Non-Renewed???

Larry Eugene Walker •

727-866-6621
727-403-0144
dspeights@marykay.com
www.marykay.com/dspeights

Insurance

Great Automobile Rates • Over 20 Years of Experience

LOSE WEIGHT with ...
DR. JUDITH E. KUNE, D.O, PA
CENTER for the • LATEST DIET PROGRAMS

• EVENING APPTS.
TREATMENT
ofthe
OVERWEIGHT

SKS ' -'X

PolMes Can Include:

'
!'•' Licensed Insurance Age#t

SERVING TAMPA BAY FOR 25 YEARS
750.94th Ave. N, Ste. 201, St Petersburg

FREE

J No cancellations J Dental and Vision*

ROD WILSON
;

V Disability* V Life insurance*
Co-pay" V Chiropractic care"

NOOBUGATIQN
'

VloMa-ctwstage**

Reginald Ligon, D.D.S. • Mendee B. Ligon, D.D.S. • Mark T. Cullen D.D.S.

GENERAL • FAMILY • COSMETIC
& IMPLANT DENTISTRY
• 1 Hr Teeth Whitening • Root Canals • Extractions
• White Fillings • Gum Treatments • Nitrous Oxide Gas
• Dentures • Parttals • Crowns / Bridges • Veneers

• Sedaton Dentistry

AFFORDABLE HEALTH INSURANCE

• ALL APPTS. WITH DOCTOR

(727) 577-0981

Ligon/v Ligon d.d.s p.a.

Dianne Speights
Independent Sales Director

727-393-4617

826 V)th st. South • St, Petersburg ♦ Florida, 33707

KAy

w

WE CAN HELP!!!

(727) 322-0664

- NEW PATIENTS &
EMERGENCIES WELCOME -

• We Speak Spanish/Greek •
• Most Insurance Accepted •

•Interest Free Financing Available*

QUOTE

OFFICE HOURS
MON, TUES, THURS 8:00 - 5:00
WED 7:00 - 3:00

SotSs

totwryty «i*.Grouppsty«26®S.»niJ26®St,salewrlpm "Cptei
M!»««« -Opto!tones
toodstoimwMrepSuiqawI WOTiffl BpttS

The MEGA Life and Health
Insurance Company"
A

HeAlthMarkets Company

Kncnktg inc Froiittse of

tWliie Coverage

BRING THIS AD IN TO RECEIVE

$25.00 OFF
YOUR FlRST VISIT

5201 Central Avenue, St. Petersburg
www.ligondental.dom
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COMMUNITY NEWS
“Sound Bites of Protest” Book Signing
The

public

is

cordially

invited to a book signing of Dr.
Yvonne

Scruggs-Leftwich’s

book, . “Sound Bites of Protest,”
to be held on Saturday, July 12,
from

2:00

Haslam’s

to

4:00

Book

p.m.

Store,

at

2025

Central Ave., St. Petersburg.

BY JEANIE BLUE

With more than xa hundred
publications

to

her

credit,

Scruggs-Leftwich writes about
issues germane to women,
African-Americans and other
minorities, low-income workers
and union members. Her book,
“Sound

Bites

of

Protest,”

candidly examines these issues
and shows how urban policy;
politics;

government;

civil

rights; labor education; affirma

Left to right, Dr. Joseph Lowery, Dr. Yvonne ScruggsLeftwich and her husband, Rev. Edward Leftwich

tive action; grassroots activism;
leadership

issued the nation’s first National

have historically affected the

Urban Policy; and director of the

fortunes of these groups’ pursuit

Urban

of equity, opportunity, fairness

Institutes

and justice.

premier research think tank, the

and

organizational

Scruggs-Leftwich was the

and

National
for

Washington’s

Joint Center for Political and

deputy mayor of Philadelphia;

Economic Studies, among other

New York’s first black state com

positions.

missioner

and

professor,

the

College in the Washington D.C.

of

Community

Housing
Renewal;

Today,

she

is

National
works

Labor

area,

Department

husband, “Rev. Ed” Leftwich, in

Housing

and

a

deputy assistant secretary, U.S.
of

with

her

and
Urban
Development;
executive director of President

the pioneering Still

Jimmy

Petersburg, where the family

Carter’s

Urban

and

Regional Policy Group which

continuedfrom front page
decline. “Illiteracy is an opened,
declared

Standing

Recovery Ministry, located in St.

enemy

of

human

Dorothy I. Height
provides the
foreword for the
book

“Sound Bites of Protest” cover

lives.

The

Challenger is a community-based

Leslie LaPolla (a former tutor at

City’s program is located in the

publication that covers the Tampa

St. Petersburg High School), who

Bay Area. The paper was origi

drives faithfully from Snell Isle to

Midtown Business Assistance
Center at 33 Sixth St. S.,

further her personal

downtown St. Petersburg.

Johnson, who built it into a

The reading and math tutor,

TBAMA

Celebration Clouds
True Meaning
Of July 4th

Policy

goal

of

beings,” Ali said. “It has robbed
generations for centuries.”
“The truth is, we all came

serving humanity; stated when
asked if the kids really appreciat
ed what was happening. “Look,”

here

human

she began, with a soft smile on

but like our father

Adam, many of these kids are

Development

Initiative.

Ms. Ford said the Weed &

back to the communities it has

her face. “Don’t under estimate

projects that align themselves
with the City and Weed & Seed’s

the appreciation of these kids,

objectives

eradicating

a medium whereby the voiceless

victims of environments that no

even

not

problems that plague the neigh

longer express the original will

remember every word or idea that

borhood and contribute to social

could be heard.
Perhaps that
explains the quick affirmative

and .intent of the Creator for

‘ you tell them about, but what they

decline.
According to the City some

response of L. Dianne Speights,

here; we gave of our time for

of those problems are due to 62

when the idea of the project

says that Adam ate from a tree

them.

percent of Childs Park residents

reached her.

whose fruit was bad, and I’m

remember,” she said assuredly.

saying these kids come here with

LaPolla has single-handedly

having only a ninth grade
education; more than 59 percent

to do this?” she responded.

the same human potential to go to

corralled a group of merchants

of Childs Park’s households with

and businesses to support the
contest.

children are headed by females;
while 30 is the median age; 63

time. The bedrock of the project’s

place deception inside of percep

Businesses such as: Winn Dixie,

percent of the employed hold

existence was predicated upon

tion and strategically position it in

Taco Bell, Wal- Mart, Target,

mostly minimum wage jobs and

the approval of the grant request.

the social environment where it is

Muvico Baywalk 20 Theaters,

41 percent to 51 percent of Childs

With such a genuine desire to

potential,

same

they

may

will remember is us, that we were

human potential.”
“For example, the scripture

the moon and beyond like any
one else.

though

However, when you

accessible and attractive — no
different than the poisonous fruit
ofAdam—in time you are going
to kill off generations of human
potential; precipitate waves of

Now

summer

that,

they

reading

will

for

general/advertising

“Oh, wow, when do you want
course there were still some
logistics to be worked out at the

given quite a few gift certificates

three levels below reading in the

students, The Weekly Challenger
expressed a willingness to sacrifi-

ants for their achievement in

FCAT.
May of this year, Weed &

reading.

Seed funded a small grant request

project a reality.

cially absorb cost to make the

by Tampa Bay Area Muslim

Speights expressed her belief

more

Association Inc;; the funding was

tion’s secretary, pointed out the

hands-on approach quipped that,

enough to launch the project for

in such project and would not
allow the Challenger to be the

fact that the project: A Pen of

“We simply just can’t brush the

about four weeks of writing by

cause, if the project would not

Prevention can only be short

dust off these kids and throw

the youth journalists, then the

lived based on its present level of

them back into the game, in fact, a

program will terminate. Members

materialize. Speights also high
lighted the point of an opportuni

funding, unless the organization

more viable solution would be to

of the partnership are hopeful that

ty

can
convince
private
and
corporate entities to help with the

re-tool their bad perception in

corporate institutions will step

Americans the power of the free,

order to keep them in the game.”

forward to help keep the project

independent press; and the impor

on-going.

tance of preserving the history in

John Walker, the organiza

battle, the fight could very well
fade into oblivion. “At TBAMA
House”

Walker

stated,

“we

understand the forces operating in

Lapolla

with

a

Over the next four weeks, the
youth journalists columns will

; “We are very grateful to the

to

show

young

start to appear in the Weekly

City who boldly stepped forward

With the partnership poised

Challenger Newspaper.

The

to not only recognize the painful

and ready, the articles will start to

problems that exist,” stated Ali,

appear in The Weekly Challenger

committed

“but to go as far as to take action

newspaper in a section entitled: A

ourselves and resources along

writers as it relate to drugs, gangs,

is admirable. Now we hope the

Pen of Prevention. For most of

with our partners to bring the

violent crimes, bias and hate crimes.

corporate community will follow

these kids, the Challenger, to

suit.”

them was just that: a challenge to

people,

we

in

these

have

young

columns

will

express

“water” and “dust of the earth”

According to Janis Ford, the

together in order to reconstitute,

City of St. Pete Weed & Seed

The other integral member in

grow and conquer the fears of

reinvigorate the natural human

program manager, the City had

the partnership is the Weekly

“No, we can’t,” and express the

potential again, to embellish it in

nothing less than seriousness ih

Challenger Newspaper, located at

confidence of “Yes, we can!”

the dress the Creator intended for

mind when it included Childs

2500 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

For information and pledges,

Park in the Midtown Economic

St. S., St. Petersburg; The Weekly

call Abdul Aziz at 727-388-4926.

it.”

.

time.

Let

the

watched fireworks and some

continue.”
The reason

even

Fourth

attended

organized

of

holidays
for

July

the

holiday

activites including parades

appears to be lost in the cele

and festivals. But for many,

bration. It honors the date

instead of honoring the sig

the United States of America

nificance of the holiday they

declared its

Independence

People gathered in the backyard for a family cook-out
took

advantange

of

the

from Great Britian, effective

opportunity to enjoy a day

July 4,1776. While our fore

off with pay or a time to see

fathers

family or friends not seen for

ence for Amerian citizens,
the African people held

a long time.

wanted

independ

“This is another day to

enslaved in America were

take a break from work,”

not, included. They would

David

said.

not celebrate their independ

“For poor people that's all

Cuthbertson

ence in America until after

the Fourth of July means.

the

passing

of

the

their own words.

the

and

cookouts,
gatherings
at
parks and beaches, lit and

African-

positions and opinions of the

society

you haven't seen for a long

Of

proffer an opportunity to at-risk

assists

many citizens held backyard

manager,

Park’s students (in 2006) scored

M. Nailah Williams, who

social decay,” Ali concluded.

brings joy to see others that

served, while positioning itself as

Dunkin Donuts and others have
to be to awarded to the contest

recognize the Fourth of July

community institution.
From the paper’s inception, it
has always made a way to give

the

love ones,” St. Louis said. It

nally established by Cleveland

Seed program had been seeking
groups,
organizations
and

with

ST. PETERSBURG - To

VOter RegistratiOn Deadlines
A Reminder From Pinellas County Supervisor of Elections DEBORAH CLARK

Deadline to register for August 26,2008 Primary is July 28, 2008
Deadline to register for November 4, 2008
General Election is October 6, 2008

David Cuthbertson at Lake Maggiore
We go back to work after the

Emancipation Proclamation

holiday. The people having

(Jan. 1, 1863) and the 13th

fun are people with money.”

Amendement (1865). This

Cuthbertson

with

change would complete the

relatives as they held a cook

process of gaining full inde
pendence for the United
States of America.

joined

out at Lake Maggiore on
July 4.
Sherise St. Louis from

Frederick Douglas rec

Clearwater used her day off

ognized this in his famous

to visit family. “The holiday

speech titled “What to the
slave is the Fourth of July?”

is a time for families to get
together and spend time with
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ENTERTAINMENT
‘The Wire’ Among Emmy
Award Semifinalist Nominees
JAMM

BYLYNNELBER
LOS ANGELES (AP) - The

July 4th Holiday Offers Jazz
Fireworks At Minton’s Playhouse!
Lots of jazz was happening
at Minton’s Playhouse over the

Patience

as “traditional.”
Around 1974, Minton’s was

Fourth of July weekend. Some

closed

jazz aficionados will agree that

attempting

after

Higgins,

Zawadi,

Eli

Fountain,

Men” and “Family Guy.” The
programs are among the 10

Kiane

drama series and 10 comedies

Jack

that emerged as the semifinalists

Tom

in balloting by Academy of

Jeffers,

establish

Zlabinger and the York College

Television Arts

the

Allen,

a breakthrough for shows as
varied as “The Wire,” “Mad

unsuccessfully

to

Marvel

Emmy nominations could mark

&

Sciences

the premier revolution in jazz

venue as a “Disco.” Fortunately,

Blue Notes and more. Also on

members, the

history happened on their stage,

several years ago they reopened

hand was the Guinness Book of

Thursday.

located at 210 W. 118th St.,

with a musical “bang!” New

World

Harlem, N.Y., opened in 1938

management is attempting to

monitored the event. Minton’s

each category will be deter
drama or comedy series bid, the

“House”; “Lost”; “Mad Men”;

academy said.

“The Tudors” and “The Wire.”

Records

academy said

Henry

bring back some of the classic

hosted

picnic

mined with the help of blue-

Minton. In 1940, management

experiences of the 30s and early

outdoors. And, from 5 p.m. until

ribbon panels that are to screen

8

submitted episodes for the top

by

tenor

saxophonist

was taken over by former band
leader Teddy Hill.

Hill was

Williams

Legendary jazz musicians such

artists-in-residence

and

as, Thelonious Monk, Kenny

They

Clarke,

different

Dizzy

Gillespie

and

Among the snubbed series

vote-getters this weekend. The

chance to achieve what has

were “Desperate Housewives”

served. As if the live perform

results,

eluded even stellar veteran “The

and “Heroes,” a nominee last

dubbed

ances were not enough, during

academy vote and the panels’

Simpsons”:

year that failed to make even the

2008.

the daytime hours between 10

decisions, will be announced

series bid. “Family Guy” is on

a.m. and 6 p.m.,

July 17. The possibilities are

the short list for the category,

tantalizing.

and also submitted a special

comedy

episode

Enthusiasm”;

ties. Jazz pianist Onaje Allan
Gumbs

bassist

have

will

Buster

been
for

manage

activities

community

the

40s with a variety ofjazz activi

known for his efforts to develop
Monday night jam sessions.

a

Actor Wood Harris as Avon Barksdale, a character
' from the HBO series, “The Wire”

The final five nominees in

which

many

including

a.m.,

a

Continental

complitnentary
breakfast

was

This is one jam I definitely

based

on

both

the

“The Wire,” the critically

“Family

Guy”

a

for

has

best

comedy

best

animated

top 10 cut this time around.
Semifinalists
are

for

best

“Curb

Your

“Entourage”;

Charlie Parker made frequent

jazz

family-oriented

would have attended, but unfor

appearances, working on the
music that became known as

concerts, and more. There has

tunately, I did not learn of this

acclaimed

been an international partner

special

traces urban decay through the

“Bebop.”

ship

Thursday. Tim McGhee, a board

stories

drug

effort at getting a comedy series

“Pushing Daisies”; “30 Rock”;

Africa’s Fort Hare University.

member of jazz radio station

dealers in Baltimore, has a last

bid, according to the academy,

“Two and a Half Men”; “Ugly

This

WBGO 88.3 FM - Newark, NJ

shot at ending years of Emmy

but it has routinely competed in

Betty” and “Weeds.”

snubs: it recently wrapped its

- and often won - the category

I’ve never seen it happen at
jam sessions here in Tampa Bay,

camps,

established
new

with

South

relationship

is

event

until

last

HBO

of police

drama
and

that

program longer than an hour.
“The Simpsons” made one

“Family Guy”; “Flight of the
Conchords”;

Last

“The

year’s

Office”;

group

of

but in New York City, especially

directed towards creating a jazz

sent me an email letting me

at

exchange

know about the event. Wish I

fifth and final season. It could

for animated series of a half-

nominees was dominated by

could have made it ... maybe

help fill the void for HBO

hour or less.

network series, although “The

Minton’s

Playhouse,

competing jams were common

develop

program
closer

and

to

interaction

place, often featuring such jazz

between students from the two

stars as Charlie Parker, Max

cultures.

Roach, Miles Davis, and many

A total of 48 consecutive

others. These were the type of

hours of live jazz performances

Sopranos” went out with a blaze

shows are both well-represented

of glory and claimed the best

on the comedy front with such

drama trophy.

created by the end of “The

next time!
Remember

Premium cable and network

to

“Keep

Jazz

Sopranos,”
Basic cable has the chance

Alive” by “Supporting Live Jazz!”
Jazz fans ft! do you have any

for an unprecedented milestone,

shows as HBO’s “Curb Your
Enthusiasm” and NBC’s “30

annual

The nominees for the 60th
Primetime

Emmy

jam sessions where musicians

was planned featuring some of

feedback? I would like to hear from

with AMC’s “Mad Men,” about

would

today’s best known jazz artists.

YOU! You may visit my Web site

Madison Avenue circa 1960,

Rock,” which was last year’s

Awards will be announced by

at: rickgeesjazzjamm.com or email

and

winner in the category.

Kristin Chenoweth, Neil Patrick

me at JazzJamm@aol.com.

“Damages,” starring Glenn
Close, among the semifinalists.
Although premium channels
like HBO and Showtime
routinely field nominees, basic
cable has yet to nab a best

attempt

(“cutting”)

to

one

outplay
another.

Here’s the list of artists who

Minton’s Playhouse notoriety is

pledged their support: Cyrus

derived from the part it played

Chestnut, Grady Tate, Melba

in the creation of “Bebop”, also

Moore, Onaje Allan Gumbs,
Geri Allen, Mala Waldron, Cal
Payne Project, George Gray,

known as “Straight Ahead”
jazz, and even referred by some

You

may also mail your letters to Rick
Gee’s Jazz Jamm, c/o The Weekly
Challenger, 2500 ML King St, S.,
St Petersburg, FL 33705.

FX’s

legal

drama

As

posted

by

the

TV

academy on its Web site, the
best drama semifinalists are:
“Boston Legal”; “Damages”;
“Dexter”;
“Friday
Night
Lights”; “Grey’s Anatdmy”;

Harris
and
TV
academy
Chairman John Shaffher in
July’s predawn ceremony.
The ceremony will be held
Sept. 21 and broadcast on ABC.

T-SHIRTS. UNIFORMS, SPORTSWEAR, FAMILY REUNIONS, MEMORIALS

PHs (727)S2M500

TO: {727)763-7529

UNIVERSITY
“ WE GOT IT!

I Roclda Lottery

99

CUSTOM WEAR FOR YOUR CUSTOM NEEDS
1550 16TH ST, S.
EML: SCORPIOS2109@YAHOO.COM
QRAPHICS, SCREEN FRINTINS. EMBROIDERY. BANNERS. SIONS & MORE I

THE LEGENDARY I590 AM WRXB

PICKOFTHEWEEK!
39 11 48

if*Tile

t

I

‘' "5 d 1 -

CA$H 3
281
963
771

2 p.m. - 6 p.m. Mid-Day Cafe I Maurice Sebastian
6 p.m. -10 p.m. Brian Jay gives you your last drive and intimate sessions

* 0*51 tt I iKRrS111LW* 1I

If you Can afford a weekly
payment Of just $29.99* fer
just 12 roenths, then yeu’re
already approved for a
brand new DellTy or HP™
Computer, guaranteed.

SERVING THE COMMUNITIES FOR OVER
3 DECADES AND STILL GOING STRONG!
6 a.m. -10 a.m. The Diane Hughes Morning Show with
Co-host Lady Norma and Sister Ora

fl 'X “1

DOG
DAYS

For Marketing and Promotions

Contact Donza Drummond
at (727) 865-1591

Email: ddwrxb@yahoo.com
L

REQUEST ine (727) 864-1600
OFFICE (727) 86S-WRXB (1591)
3551

42nd Avenue SOuth, Suite B-106
ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33713

8-3
2-4
3-1

1-5
7-6
4-8

k GUARANTEED
F CONSUMER RJNDING

Please

SUPPORT

Our Adverhsers!
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CHALLENGER SPORTS
Cubs Trade 4
For Pitchers
Harden, Gaudin

Royals End Rays Winning Streak
Royals manager Trey Hillman

Carl Crawford started in

Jose

Guillen

and

second

said. “That fastball caught just

center for the first time since

baseman Mark Grudzielanek,

a little too much of the plate. It

June 18, 2006, and his lack of

who has body soreness. Guillen

was kind of right in Pena's nitro

hustle helped the Royals take a

went 0-for-10 in the first three

zone and he got it out of the

3-2 edge when Ross Gload

games of series.

ballpark.”

singled up the middle in the

The Rays finish the first

third. Crawford failed to charge

half of the season with two

to start the 10th on a throwing

the

games at the Yankees and four

error by Rays third baseman

scored from first, never slowing

ST. PETERSBURG (AP) -

Evan Longoria. Pinch runner

down en route to the plate.

A stroke of good luck by Carlos

Esteban German advanced to

Pena wasn't quite enough for

third

the Tampa Bay Rays.

Billy Butler reached second
Carlos Pena

ball

and

Mark

Teahen

in

Cleveland

Indians.

against

Notes:

adaisical,” Crawford said. “I

1900 to reach 300 steals before

grounder. After Dan Wheeler

didn't think he was running.

the age of 27 when he swiped

(2-4) intentionally walked Ross

Then I looked up ... and it was

second

closer

Gload, Buck lined his fourth

too late by then. It was just a

Crawford, who turns 27 on

Joakim Soria in the ninth, the

homer of the season down the

bad

August

Royals struck back with 10th-

left-field line. Two pitches later,

probably could have gotten to

Henderson,

inning home runs by John Buck

Aviles homered to make it 7-3.

the ball a little quicker. I was

Raines, Vince Coleman, Cesar

“I hit it good and the way it

doing my normal thing that I do

was hooking, it made me a little

in left, and forgot I was in

Cedeno, Clyde Milan, Eddie
Collins and Sherry Magee in

nervous, but it stayed true just

center. You've got to be a little

accomplishing

enough,”

more aggressive in center.”

Hillman talked with members

After Pena hit a tying solo
homer

off

All-Star

and Mike Aviles for a 7-4 win
Monday.
The loss snapped the Rays'
seven-game

winning

streak.

Tampa Bay, with the major's

said

Teahen's

Buck,

who

on

my

part.

I

Crawford moved over from

turned 28 on Monday.

best record at 55-33, lost for the

effort

base
5,

in

the

joined
Ty

Cobb,

the

Tim

feat.

...

of the U.S. Military All-Star

“That's what happens when

left to center because center

baseball

team

13

you miss your spots,” Wheeler

fielder B.J. Upton was given

players

shag

games. The Rays went 1-for-19

said. “I didn't make my pitches

the day off. Crawford made a

grounders

and it cost us the game.”

nice catch going back toward

during batting practice. Several

the warning track on Billy

Royals players traded uniform

Butler's drive in the fifth.

tops with the All-Stars during

second time in the last
with

runners

in

scoring

position.

Soria (1-1) also allowed

“Today was a tough day for
us,” Pena said. “We couldn't

Eric Hinske's solo homer in the

and

with

let

the

and
the

take
Royals

Royals starter Gil Meche

the workout.... Rays reliever Al

Aviles had three hits and

gave up two runs and seven hits

Reyes (right shoulder) could be

Pena nearly salvaged a bad

David DeJesus had three hits

with four walks and five strike

reinstated

day with his home run off

and two RBIs for the Royals,

outs in 5 1-3 innings. Tampa

disabled list right after the All-

Soria, who blew his second

who avoided being swept in the

Bay's Matt Garza allowed three

Star break. ... Longoria has 18

four-game series.

runs and nine hits over 6 2-3

RBIs in his last 14 games. ...

innings.
Hillman rested outfielder

DeJesus

bottom of the 10th.

capitalize.”

save in 25 chances.
“You know it's going to
happen at some point in time,”

“It was good to see us battle
back,” Hillman said.

from

is

leading Cubs

the

27-for-57

15-day

with

runners in scoring position.

trying to get better,” he said.

Rich Harden

Chicago also received

CHICAGO - The Chicago
Cubs

acquired

Harden

from

pitcher
the

Gaudin, who was 5-3 win a 3.59

Rich

ERA in 26 games - including six

Oakland

starts. Last season, he was a

Athletics in a six-player trade on
Tuesday, a day after the rival
Milwaukee Brewers landed CC
Sabathia.
The Cubs received the right-

starter all season and went 11-13
with a 4.42 ERA.
To land the pair, the Cubs had
to part with Murton, a former top
prospect who has yet to live up to

handed Harden and righty Chad
Gaudin
for
pitcher
Sean

his billing. In his fourth season,

Gallagher,
outfielders
Matt
Murton and Eric Patterson, and

Triple-A Iowa and Chicago. He's

Murton has

They also traded the right-

“We've been working on Mr.

handed Gallagher, who is 3-4

Harden for a few weeks now,”

with a 4.45 ERA in 12 games,

Cubs

including 10 starts, in his second

general

manager

Jim

Hendry said.
Harden, scheduled to be a

season.
Patterson,

Series points leader, it was his

Corey Patterson, was sent to the

this season. He's scheduled to

this year he's been sent down. An

$4.75 million this season.

outfielder who can also play

The oft-injured righty missed
month

earlier

this

season

second base, Patterson was
hitting .237 with a homer and

because of a right shoulder strain.

seven RBIs in 38 at-bats with the

It was his sixth trip to the disabled

big league club.
Donaldson,

Harden would join the team

sixth Cup win of the year. In all,

Gordon was headed to his first

watched the scoring tower, then

victory ofthe season as he led 46

jumped over the pit road wall in

season spanning all three of

laps

celebration when Busch's No.

NASCAR's top series.

holding off Busch as the race

DAYTONA BEACH (AP) -

12

victories this

late

and

was

handily

18 was declared the winner.

of

minors on July 3, the fourth time

The Cubs said they expected

Travis Kvapil and Sam Homish
Jr. that triggered a multicar
accident that froze the field.
Busch's team frantically

brother

is 5-1 with a 2.34 ERA in 13 starts

list in his six-year career.

Busch has

a

catcher

for

Single A Peoria, was hitting .217
with six homers.
“You're not getting a guy like

“We hope to pitch him one
time before the break,” Hendry

this without it hurting a little bit,”
Hendry said.

CC Sabathia Traded
To Brewers

“I can't believe that we're

wound down. But with four laps

Busch celebrated with his

here right now,” Busch said in

to go, Busch pulled inside of

customary sarcastic bow to the

Victory Lane. “We didn't have

Gordon and claimed the lead

crowd. But with every victory,

Cubs, who are 31/2 games ahead

the best car. Luckily we were

mere seconds before a multicar

the fans who have loved to hate

in the NL Central division.

leading there when it mattered

accident brought out a caution.

him are slowly warming up to

“Let's face it: This is still

Kyle Busch
BY JENNA FRYER

Earnhardt Jr., Clint Bowyer and
Mark Martin rounded out the
top 10.
It seemed for a bit that Jeff-

the

free agent after the 2009 season,

Wednesday.
before awarding the race to
Busch.
For Busch, the Sprint Cup

shuttled between

hitting .250 in 40 at-bats.

minor leaguer John Donaldson.

a

Busch Wins Drag Race With Edwards
To The Finish At Daytona

heading into

Tuesday night.
“Our mode all year is we're

first.
Rickey

four

games behind the NL Central-

Crawford

became the ninth player since

Mark

the Brewers, who were

the

“I think I got a little lack

on

said.
Hendry said the trade was not
a reaction to the Sabathia trade by

It set up an overtime sprint

NASCAR's newest star. He was

a calculated risk,” Brewers

second

to the finish, and Edwards said

cheered this time, just like he

principal owner Mark Attanasio

400 after a multicar accident

and was disappointed not to

Busch was slow on the restart. It

was

after

said. “The other teams in our

brought out the caution behind

have one last lap to finish his

stacked the traffic up behind him

winning on the road course in

division aren't going to sit back

them on the final lap at Daytona

race with Busch.

and Edwards ran into the back of

Sonoma.

Kyle

Busch bested Carl

most.”

Edwards to win the Coke Zero

International

Speedway

on

Saturday.
Busch

raced

Edwards

side-by-side

with Edwards in the closing

“Man, I hate to lose the

caution

was

brought

out,

freezing the field and causing an
anxious

few moments while

NASCAR looked at the ending

Gordon, sending him spinning

thing like that,” Edwards said. “I

through the grass.

wish we could have raced a little

Edwards

longer.”

laps, each driver running wide
open toward the win when the

finished

Matt

Kenseth,

teammate
Racing,

at

Edwards'

Roush

was

Fenway

third.

He

darted

two

weeks

ago

Tony Stewart, winner of this

to

the

before the start and had J.J.

outside to move around the

Yeley on standby in case he

BY CHRIS JENKINS

Sabathia. Let's just roll over.’”

MILWAUKEE (AP) - The
Milwaukee

Brewers

obtained

action and, with a push from

couldn't make it to the finish.

pitcher of the year CC Sabathia

Kenseth,

Stewart drove his car as high as

in a trade with the Cleveland

pulled

alongside

was

Busch to set up a thrilling drag

third, but gave up the seat right

Indians on Monday, giving up

followed by Kurt Busch, Roush

race. But they didn't get a chance

before the halfway point and

four prospects in a gamble that

driver David Ragan and Robby

to race to the checkered flag

Yeley took the car to a 20th-

favors

Gordon.

because

place finish.

future.

Kasey Kahne, Dale

of contact

between

Chiefs TE Gonzalez Saves Man's Life

the

present

over the

Brewers

transform

hope

themselves

to
from

scrappy underdogs to a big, bad
pitching powerhouse intent on

did it,” Gonzalez said. “When

chasing down the Chicago Cubs

Gonzalez,

you find yourself in those situa

and making the Major League

was

about a foot taller than Hunter,

tions where you have to take

Baseball playoffs for the first

having dinner with his wife,

jumped out of his chair and came

action in a crucial situation, you

time since 1982.

brother and 5-week-old daughter

up behind the stricken man and

just do it. I got the same feeling I

“I'd say we're going for it,”

began to perform the Heimlich

get when I go on a hospital

Brewers general manager Doug

maneuver.

visit.”

Melvin said. “That's the way I

Gonzalez, a nine-time Pro
Bowl selection who has set
numerous NFL records,

at

Capone's

Huntington

BY DOUG TUCKER

now the Brewers have got CC

race in 2005 and 2006, fell ill

The

Tony Gonzalez

and look at this and say, ‘Oh,

CC Sabathia

restaurant

Beach

in

Thursday

anything.”
The

6-foot-5

“After just a few seconds,

Hunter is a lifelong fan of

with his girlfriend at the next

the piece of meat popped out,”

the San Diego Chargers, one of

table when suddenly a piece of

Hunter said. “I could breathe

Kansas City’s key rivals in the

deck

meat stuck in his throat.

again. It’s a good thing Tony is

AFC West, and plans to be at the

Sabathia and Ben Sheets but for

so tall because I had stood up I

game when the Chiefs visit the

only a few months.

think.”

Chargers on Nov. 9.

The deal stacks the Brewers’
with

a

pair

of aces,

Barring blockbuster contract

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) -

water, but I couldn’t swallow,”

A California man says Pro Bowl

Hunter told The AP. “Then I

tight end Tony Gonzalez of the

couldn’t breathe. That’s a terrible

restroom to clean up and didn’t

Kansas City Chiefs kept him

feeling. I couldn’t breathe. Then

realize he’d been saved by a

And what will this longtime

from choking to death.

I guess I started to panic.”

famous athlete until he came out.

follower of the Chargers do if

million

Gonzalez, sitting with his

“I'm a big NFL fan and I rec

they’re ahead by four or five

range, both players will become

a

back to Hunter’s table, looked

ognized him right away. I was

points in the final minute and

free agents after the season.

shipping company manager, told

around when he heard Hunter’s

still kind of dazed when I went

Gonzalez runs into the end zone

And the deal hardly assures

The Associated Press in a phone

companion yelling.

over and thanked him and said,

and leaps up for what would be

the Brewers an easy road to the

‘What can I do for you?’ I guess

the game-winning touchdown

playoffs.

I said it about 1,000 times.”

forK.C.?

Monday

“Tony saved my life. There’s
no

doubt,”

Ken

Hunter,

interview from Huntington

can’t breathe, he can't breathe,”’

Beach, Calif.
“Tony came up behind me
and

gave

me

“She was screaming, ‘He

the

Heimlich

Gonzalez said by phone from
California, where he lives in the

maneuver. Thank God he was

offseason. “The whole restaurant

there.”

was quiet. Nobody was doing

Hunter

went

into

the

He has never received any
formal

instruction

in

the

Heimlich maneuver.
“I had seen it done, so I just

“I’m Tony's No. 1 fan now,”
he said.

“I'm going to be yelling for
Tony to catch the ball,” Hunter
said. “I think all my friends will
understand.”

offers from a small-market team
that already is stretching this
year’s

ahead

payroll

into

the

(euro57.5

a

second-best

began

percentage
Louis
record

League,

$90

million)

Milwaukee

of St.

National

football

player-sized

Sabathia, who went 19-7 with a
3.21 ERA last season, is the first
reigning

Cy

Young

Award

winner to be traded since Roger
Clemens was dealt to the New
York Yankees after winning the
award with the Toronto Blue
Jays in 1998.
For Cleveland, it’s a sign of
surrender hardly anyone would
have imagined going into the
season. Indians general manager
Mark Shapiro said the team's
string of injuries and disappoint
ing performances made it hard
to imagine a significant rally in
the second half of the season.
Sabathia was scheduled to
arrive in Milwaukee on Monday

look at it.“

night. Hunter, 45, was dining

“I tried to take a drink of

The

point

for the
in

and

the
both

teams are chasing the Chicago

and pitch against the Colorado
Rockies on Tuesday.
Attanasio said the acquisi
tion of Sabathia will push the
team's

payroll

around

$90

million (euro57.5 million) this
season. Attanasio said the move
might prevent the club from
turning a profit this year, but it
was made possible by increased
fan support and sound financial
decisions in recent years.
is

Sabathia had a slow start but
6-8 with a 3.83 ERA.

Cleveland scored two runs or
fewer in 11 of his 18 starts. He
rejected a $72 million (euro46
million), four-year extension
from the Indians during spring
training.
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STATE NEWS
Conservancy Backs SFWMD
Approval Of US Sugar Buyout
The

ALTAMONTE SPRINGS Nature
Conservancy

applauds

the

South

Florida

Black Republican Group Uses
MLK To Promote Itself

Buermann, Vice-Chair Shannon

Lake

Estenoz,

Director

landmark purchase will provide

Carol Wehle and their staffs for
the vision and leadership in

more opportunities for water

Executive

Okeechobee.

This

BY BRENDAN FARRINGTON

was asked by The King Center to
take down the billboards, but she
refused.

storage thereby reducing the

TALLAHASSEE (AP) - A
black Republican group has put

taking this monumental step.”

potential for harmful discharges

up billboards in Florida and

The Nature Conservancy
has helped acquire, with its

stop, sue us. ’ But they don’t want

into

and

South Carolina saying the Rev.

Caloosahatchee rivers,” Danter

Martin Luther King Jr. was a

to come into court because they
know they’ll have to tell the

partners, 355,000 acres over the
last 50 years in the Everglades

said. The purchase will make

Republican, a claim that black

truth,” Rice said.

possible the reconnection of

leaders say is ridiculous.

watershed, which extends from

Lake

“This is the boldest action

Orlando through Florida Bay to

remnant Everglades system and

anyone has taken in years to

the Florida Keys. To continue to

restore the critically important
Everglades,” said Jeff Danter,

add to the water storage needs

The Nature Conservancy’s state

Conservancy has been working

world’s largest wetland systems

“This is a historic

north of Lake Okeechobee to

takes big thinking like this. The

moment, a time of tremendous

restore wetlands on ranchlands.

action by the SFWMD board

opportunity for environmental

“The Conservancy has been

progress. We praise Gov. Crist,
SFWMD Board Chair Eric

working for many years to help

Water

Management

District

(SFWMD) governing board for
its approval today of a plan to
acquire with the state of Florida
U.S.

Sugar

Corp.,

and

its

187,000 acres of land in the
Everglades.

director.

the

St.

Lucie

Okeechobee

to

the

The

Black

Republican Association was crit

bring much closer to reality the

Republican Association has paid
for billboards showing an image

radio ads in Ohio and Maryland

historic flow of the Everglades.

of the civil rights leader and the

with a similar message. Rice said

words “Martin Luther King Jr.

the group plans more radio ads in

was
REPUBLICAN.”
Told
about the billboards, the Rev.

the areas where the billboards

Martin would support George W.

are up,

Bush and the war in Iraq?”

Joseph Lowery let out a soft

campaign. Jt also sells T-shirts

today makes me think we have a

chuckle that grew stronger as he

and buttons with the message.

fighting chance to succeed.”

began to think more about the

In Tampa, Clarissa
Robinson, sat in her car directly

was published after his death

“These guys never give up,
do they?” said Lowery, who co

under the billboard and looked

records, King called the

founded the Southern Christian

“Why’d they put that up

“Restoring

one

of

the

improve the flow of water into

National

National

Black

for the Everglades system, the

The

“I said, Tf you want us to

idea.

Tickets On Sale For
2008 Florida Classic

Leadership

Conference

with

King. “Lord have mercy.”
Seven billboards have gone

icized two years ago for running

as

well

as

a mail

Example of a billboard
in Orangeburg, S.C.

In “The Autobiography of
Martin Luther King, Jr.,” which
from his written material and
Republican national convention

up at it.

that

nominated

Goldwater

there?” said Robinson, 22, who

“frenzied wedding

is black and a Democrat. “So

KKK and the radical right.”

nobody

(will)

...

a

of the

for

“The Republican Party

Obama.

geared its appeal and program

vote

up in six Florida counties, and

(Democrat

They’re trying to make us vote

to

for the other guy.”

extremism,” King said in the

Barack)

ORLANDO - Tickets for the

CU or FAMU. For ticket infor

relationships with the schools,

another in Orangeburg,

2008 edition ofAmerica’s largest

mation for B-CU, call 368-481-

the community, and within my

said Frances Rice, the group’s

HBCU

2202; for FAMU, call 850-599-

company. I am proud that my

chairwoman. Part of the group’s

At the nearby gas station,

3141.

mission is to highlight what she

Devoney Karvonen, 30, a white

said is the Democratic Party’s

Republican, said she thought the

through the King Center, Martin

racist past.

billboard was offensive.

Luther King III said, “It is disin
genuous to imply that my father
was a Republican. He never
endorsed any presidential

football

game,

the

Florida Classic presented by
State Farm, went on sale July 7,

Handicap-accessible seating

company, State Farm, is
dedicated to making a difference

S.C.,

racism,

reaction,

and

book.
In , a

statement

released

as well as tickets to the annual

and group tickets (20 or more)

in the support of these two fine

extravaganza on the eve before
the game, the State Farm Battle

may

through

academic institutions and in the

“I knew the King family

Florida Citrus Sports (407-423-

futures of our children through

well. We were all Republicans,”

“I don’t know the reason
they would put that up,” she

of the Bands. The Classic, the

2476) or at the FCSports Box

our long term commitment of

said Rice, 64. “There was no

said. “I don’t think it’s right.

29th-annual

Office, located in the south end

sponsorship and volunteerism.”

way

have

You’re obviously lying about

candidate, and there is certainly

wanted to be in the party of the

something and you shouldn’t

no evidence that he ever even

KuKluxKlan.”

be.”

voted for a Republican, It is even

Lowery, who knew King
well, said there is no reason why

more outrageous to suggest that
he would support the Republican

anyone would think King was a
Republican. He said King most
certainly voted for President
Kennedy, and the only time he
openly talked about politics was
when he criticized Republican

Party of today, which has spent
so much time and effort trying
to suppress African-American
votes in Florida and many other
states.”
The Republican Party of
Florida refused to discuss the

contest

Bethune-Cookman

between
University

be

purchased

of the stadium.

and Florida A&M University,

King

would

llth consecutive

sorship, State Farm is also the

will be played on Nov. 22, at the

year, State Farm has renewed its

title sponsor of Battle of the

Her assertion angered state

Florida Citrus Bowl Stadium in

support of education, community
and sportsmanship as a present

Bands, a yearly tradition rivaled

Rep. Joe Gibbons, a Democrat

only by the game itself. The

ing

Florida

“Battle” will take place this year

or

“The Florida Classic is more
than a football game to me,” said
Vince Loffredo, Orlando-based

on Friday, Nov. 21 at Amway
Arena and will feature some of
the nation’s top high school
bands. The night is headlined by

who
chairs
the
Florida
Legislative Black Caucus.
“Nobody knew who was
leading the Ku Klux Kian, they
had sheets over their heads. Was

FloridaClassic.org. Priority

claims manager for State Farm

show-stopping performances by

meetings?” Gibbons said with a

Bany

seating for the game are

Insurance. “Through my associ

the FAMU “Marching 100” and

disgust that was just as strong

1964 presidential campaign.

available in season ticket

ation with the Florida Classic, I

“The Marching Wildcats” of B-

when he talked about the bill

“That was not the Martin I

packages purchased at either B-

have formed many wonderful

CU.

boards. “To make a statement

know and I don’t think they can

Rep.

like that is ridiculous. To make a

substantiate that by any shape,

Jacksonville, didn’t return a call

claim without presenting proof is

form or fashion. It’s purely prop

seeking comment.

bogus.”

aganda

Orlando.
General admission tickets
can

be

purchased

at

any

Ticketmaster outlet, by phone
(407-839-3900) or online
through

ticketmaster.com

For the

In addition to its game spon

Dr.

sponsor for the

Classic.

Sign Language
Is Part Of Disney’s World
BY SCOTT POWERS

need to create signs that are

individual words but because of

unique to a character or unique

the way the routines are choreo

LAKE BUENA VISTA (AP)

to a location,” said Jones, opera

graphed, with the interpreters

- How might you say Mickey

tions manager for Walt Disney

acting out roles with their faces

Mouse in Spanish?
Mickey Mouse will do -

Parks and Resorts’ services for

and bodies as well as with their

guests with disabilities.

hands.

after all, it’s a proper name.
What about in American

Donald Duck? Jones gave

“They’re almost so visual

the sign for the letter D, then

that you don’t even have to

Sign Language?
That’s a different challenge.

formed a beak with one hand,

know sign language to get the

straight fingers on top, thumb on

references to the imagery they

Spelling out Mickey Mouse with

the bottom. He put the back of

use,” she said. “So deaf and

finger-spelling

his hand to his lips, and then
flapped his thumb.

gestures

tedious in a hurry.
How about this

gets

she

at

the

cross

burning

Goldwater

and

during

the

billboards, and Florida’s only
black Republican lawmaker,
Jennifer Carroll

of

poppycock,”

Rice said her Sarasota, Fla.-

The King Center in Atlanta

Lowery said. “Even if he was, he

based group started in 2005 with

says there is no proof that King

would have nothing to do with

five members and now has 1,000

was ever a Republican. Rice

what

members in 48 states.

stands by her claim. She said she

stands for today. Do they think

the

Republican

Party

Lawn Care Outfits Don’t
See Green With Gas Prices
BY KEVIN TURNER

JACKSONVILLE

(AP)

customers through the increases,

landscape

Harp

lawn maintenance - but fuel

said.

He

hopes

those

-

customers expect his company

hard-of-hearing guests are able

Chappell’s Lawn & Garden used

will have to raise its prices and

to grasp that context quickly.”

to pay about $100 a week in fuel

will be understanding.

installations

-

not

increases have hit him, too.
He pays from $4,000 to
$5,000 a week for the fuel that

instead?

“Those signs wouldn’t nec

of

for its trucks, mowers, edgers

Linda Stark, who co-owns J

keeps about 30 trucks on the

Walt Disney World manager

essarily be known outside of

Interpretek helps create signs for

and trimmers that keep business

& D Cutters Lawn Maintenance,

road and equipment humming

Mark Jones curls his fingers on
both hands, thumbs on the

Disney,” he said. “But... it’s nice

clients such as instructors at the

going.

said she refuses to raise her

on job sites, he said.

to see folks sort of pick these up

Motorcycle Mechanics Institute

bottom, to form opposing “C”

when they go back home, so

in Orlando, which occasionally

and the Westside company isn’t

figures, places them on top ofhis

they start actually using the sign

has deaf students who need to

bringing in additional money to

Baymeadows area company’s

an

head, and then smiles.
Chances are, most people -

that we use when they get

talk

compensate, company manager

clients recently have dropped

said.

cowlings. She said the process

Sam Harp said.

from a usual range of200 to 213

hearing or deaf - would get the

home.”
Next week Walt Disney

almost always is more compli

“It’s hit us hard,” he said.

improvised mouse ears as the

World will receive the National

cated than just creating a gesture.

“We need to raise our prices, but

sign for Mickey Mouse - even
though Disney officials made it

Association

“Access Award,” for the sign

word

up themselves.
Throughout Walt Disney
World, stage shows, parades and

language

and

Language, they’re not word-for-

hurt Jacksonville lawn business

Her company’s fuel prices

bumped up his prices in the face

other programs.
Debbie Drobney, chair of

word translations. You have to

es in a variety of ways, company

have increased from about $100

of competition that’s turning

look for the meaning behind the

representatives

to $ 150 a week since last year to

more fierce, he said.

a few of the other attractions

Valencia Community College’s

English, and then let go of the

suppliers have raised delivery

offer American Sign Language
Interpretation services, at least

pre-associate

English,” she said.

fees, and some customers say

She said she doesn’t want to

they’re forced to cut lawn care

raise her prices because some of

once

deaf

pretation, said not all of Disney’s

Disney’s signs

out of their budgets.

her customers are on a fixed

scapers into lawn care, glutting

and hearing-impaired visitors.

words travel well. She recalled

facial expression — something

per-gallon

income or are medically inca

that market segment, he said.

Everything at Disney has a

working with a family from

Disney always has demanded of

gasoline price rose from $2.97

pacitated and she does not want

name, and the company has

Boston, for example, who had

its resort employees in almost

per gallon on Feb. 9 to $4.03 on

them to feel forced into mowing

Albertie, who’s run his home-

never been shy about inventing

developed some of their own

any role.

July 1, according to jacksonvil-

their lawns themselves. Instead,

based lawn care business, Ping

its own words, which is why it

Disney word signs, and she

When Jones demonstrated

legasprices.com, a Web site that

she’s stepping up efforts to bring

Pong Yard Service, for 30 years

has

recalled liking at least one of

the Mickey Mouse sign, he

tracks gasoline prices with user-

in more accounts, she said.

on Jacksonville’s Northside.

theirs better than the Disney

emphasized the expression.

a

week,

invented

for

hundreds

of

Disney-specific word signs.

of

the

interpretation

of

arts

Deaf’s

degree

program in sign-language inter

Rosanne

about

Trapani

cam

chains

or

“When you take an English
into

To

that

American

end,

most

Sign

of

incorporate a

version. Still, she said, Disney

“It’s this,” he said as he put

from interpreted show to inter

World has earned an outstanding

his hands above his head, “but

preted show, and also from inter

reputation for its interpreting

you always have to smile when

preter to interpreter, there is that

service — not because of the

you do it.”

“To create that consistency

Now it costs $250 a week,

we haven’t done it yet.”
Spiking

The

fuel prices have

average

say.

Their

contributed data. On July

prices.
But

“This year, it finally passed
the

15-year-old

to 190, she said.

all of our insurance together as
expenditure,”
His phone

Reinheimer

calls

dropped

from about 100 a day to 20 or 30

“They’re calling saying, ‘I

in the first half of this year, so

love your service, but I can’t

he’s bidding on commercial jobs

afford it,”’ she said.

more

$500 a week today, she said.

aggressively

Fuel
softening

prices
of the

and

has

and
real

the
estate

market has forced some land

That hasn’t hurt Lucious

1,

John Reinheimer is owner

“We’re just cutting back on

2002, the price was $1.30 a

and president of Orange Park-

purchasing as much as we can,”

gallon, the site reported.

based Bold City Irrigation and

he said.

Chappell’s has been able to
maintain its approximately 100

Landscaping. His company does
lawn,

sprinkler

system

and
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NATIONAL NEWS
Magic Johnson:
Living With HIV

Cincinnati NAACP Rises Again
To Host Convention

BY JANAYA BLACK

earlier this month, “Abbott and

BY TERRY KINNEY

SPECIAL TO THE NNPA

representation

I,

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

Council.

and the

Magic

Johnson

Foundation,

have

come

on

the

City

and his mother, a teacher and
administrator in Cincinnati Public

Smitherman was elected to

Schools. He has established a

one term in 2003, two years after

business as a financial adviser and

riots

shooting of an unarmed black

estate planner.
“I don’t define myself as a

ago, its membership the smallest

man by a white police officer.

rabble rouser,” Smitherman said.

it had been in decades. Some

Days before Smitherman was

“I grew up in an upper-middle

not coming down. So we have

outside the chapter even ques

sworn in, a black man died in

class family; I am upper-middle

Stand With Magic” campaign.

to do something about this and

tioned its relevancy - this in a city

police custody in a fast-food

class. I’m very proud of that

Since

that’s why we’re here.”

recently tom by racially tinged

restaurant’s parking lot.

success. I’ve built this business

WASHINGTON (NNPA) -

together. In some places we’ve

In the ongoing battle that rages,

seen the numbers come down,

NAACP’s

in the war against HIV/AIDS,

sagged to a low point a few years

former basketball star Earvin

but then there’s other places
like DC, Detroit, and some of

“Magic” Johnson continues to

the other bigger cities that are

champion the cause with the “I
announcing

his

own

CINCINNATI (AP) - The
Cincinnati

chapter

prompted

by

the

fatal

HTV positive status in 1991,

In teaming with Abbott,

Smitherman took the police

from scratch, and it’s been able to

Johnson has become the face

which has been a leader in

But these days, unified and

of the HIV virus in that he has

and the chief to task and was

take care of my family. My

HIV/AIDS research since the

revived, the branch is set to host

successfully lived with it for

turned out after one term. He

financial independence allows me

early years of the epidemic,

the national convention of the

the

years,

believes he was falsely labeled

to be independent politically.”

Johnson’s hope is that “I Stand

National

proving that contracting the

and maligned because

With Magic” will encourage

officials were not used to having

Smitherman
knew
some
people had doubts about where he

their account of events questioned.

would take the local NAACP, but

“I thought my questioning

he believes he has allayed fears
that he was only interested in

past

seventeen

disease does not have to be a

individual populations to take

death sentence.

advantage

With flourishing business
es in 22 states and almost

of

community

rioting.

Magic Johnson

of

for

the

Colored

People’s from July 12 to 17.
HIV.

police

He cited regular testing as

Presumptive presidential can
didates John McCain and Barack

being a crucial factor in having

Obama are expected to address

was veiy appropriate,” Smitherman
said. “The subject matter, often

resources and help keep loved
ones healthy.

Association

Advancement

90 cities amounting to a net

Though his walk has not

a chance to stay on top of the

more than 8,000 delegates from

worth or $700 million, a cushy

times, made people in Cincinnati

been easy, his success in living

virus. “With early detection,

the nation’s oldest civil rights

analyst

TNT

just like me, you can be here

uncomfortable.”

with the disease has proven to

organization.

Johnson, and a host of other

be both a blessing and curse to

for long time. We’re finding in

lucrative endeavors, Johnson

the

our communities you wait till

took

continues to live at the pace to

impart.

you

then

chapter last year, membership has

called

mouthed little punk.”

spot

with

message

he

seeks

to

get

sick

and

over

he said. “My time is spent on the

Mike Allen, the Hamilton

Since Christopher Smitheiman
leadership

of the

bombast and boycotts.
“I’m not just an attack dog,”

County prosecutor at the time and

phone negotiating with people,
explaining our position. ”
Longtime

a former police officer, once
Smitherman

a

“smart

activist

Marian

Spencer, 88, is a sometime ally.

which he has grown accus

“I think what’s harder to

something’s wrong with you.

nearly tripled, from about 750

tomed and has dedicated much

get across is really the

Now, even the drugs are not

members to about 2,000.

of his time to having open

“That’s one I wished I had

president of the local NAACP

message,

living

going to work. That’s why

The 40-year-old has pushed

dialogues to prevent others

back,” said Allen, now in private

and a member of City Council,

with it,” he stated. “I think the

we’re encouraging everyone to

for the appointment of blacks to a

from contracting the disease.

law practice. “About two years

both in the 1980s, and supported

message has to resonate with

go out and get tested.”

steering committee for riverfront

“This is the pace I like, the

him in his takeover of the chapter.

the people, because still there’s

Though organizations like

ago, I saw him on the street

pace I enjoy.” He admitted,

an attitude out there that it

the Magic Johnson Foundation

“I’m a worker and I wouldn’t

can’t happen to me. I would

want to change anything.”

other than

development

and

joined

Like

Smitherman,

she

was

an

downtown, and I apologized. I

“He was absolutely right in

unlikely coalition of anti-taxers,

have been following what’s he’s

and Abbott continue to “fight

the concerns he had,” Spencer

environmentalists and the

doing, and although I do not agree

the good fight” in effort to

said. “I differed with him on the

say I’ve been the blessing of

Libertarian Party to defeat a

with everything he does, he’s a

jail tax issue. We do not agree

proposal to build a new jail.

fine young man.”

on everything. I’ve found him

In the “I Stand With

HIV and I’ve been the curse.

drive down the number of

Magic” campaign, Johnson

I’ve been the blessing because

people becoming infected with

This year, he’s heading a

and the

Johnson

Smitherman calls himself a

HIV/AIDS, statistics show that

exceedingly capable, personable,

I’m out here talking about it

petition drive fighting deploy

Foundation have teamed with

political independent and fiscal

and we brought a face to it, and

the

to

ment of red-light cameras and a

Abbott to launch this program

conservative molded by his dad, a

though not always in the same
place I am with the issues — and

movement to create proportional

chemist with Procter & Gamble,

he doesn’t have to be.”

Magic

numbers

continue

then people got serious about

increase year after year. In

which focuses on educating

it. And I’ve been the curse

Michigan alone, at the end of

and
mobilizing
AfricanAmericans and other minority
communities to get tested for
HIV arid seek treatment. Thus

because then people say ‘well
if I get it, I can be like Magic
and live for a long time,’ and
we know today somebody died
from HIV.”

far,

the

movement

has

embarked upon a 10 city tour

2006 African Americans made

mately two-thirds (64 percent)
of all persons currently living

“The most difficult thing is

with HIV in Michigan are

just taking the meds,” he went

located in the Detroit Metro

schools, and colleges in effort

on to say, “you know, when

area, where 45 percent of the

to raise awareness.

you’re not used to doing that

state’s population resides.

visiting

churches,

high

“We have a problem that

and I would say that was the

we need to address just like

most difficult [part]; just over

Reports Says Louisiana
Fails to Ensure Health And
Safety Of Its Children

up 57 percent of persons living
with the virus, and approxi

information

NEW ORLEANS (NNPA) Approximately 1,000 Louisiana

about the “I Stand With

children live in child residential

For

more

said Lois

Simpson,

executive

director of the Advocacy Center.
The Advocacy Center is the

and/or dental care; 69 percent
were

cited

for

not

assuring

children were living in the proper

any other major big city. I’ve

and over again training your

Magic” program and the

facilities. They were placed there

been going around now, this is
part of my 201st church and

agency designated by federal law

physical environment;

mind to just do it. That’s the

Magic Johnson Foundation,

because they come from abusive

one that I stress, is make sure

please visit www.magicjohn-

homes or from families who can

200 high schools trying to get

percent were cited repeatedly for
violations of the same standard

you take your meds, make sure

son.com and for more infor

no longer care for them.

to protect and advocate for the
rights of individuals with disabili
ties in the state of Louisiana. As

the word out,” Johnson stated

you work out, make sure you

mation about Abbott, please

during his visit to Detroit’s

have a positive frame of mind

visit www.abbott.com.

Yet, many of these children
have gone from the frying pan into

Second

to ensure that the rights of children

believes that the system under

about your status and about

the fire, according to a recent

with disabilities who live in child

which these children are served

study. A newly released report by

residential facilities are protected.

must be changed. Among other

the Advocacy Center, “Out of

“Out of Control” was released

recommendations, the Advocacy

Control: Louisiana’s Failure to

by the Advocacy Center on June

Center

Insure Health and Safety of
Children
in
Residential

24. The report describes the sub

Legislature adopt a more effective

standard conditions in child resi

licensing

Facilities,” asserts that many of

dential

noted in

should include civil fines and

can pay back their loans,” said

these facilities provide substan

Department of Social Services,

sanctions for facilities that violate

Gruenstein Bocian.

dard care. Advocacy Center staff

Bureau of Licensing, inspection

standards, and that it insure that

“Borrowers are obviously

began visiting child residential

reports, and verified by Advocacy

the

closing, found out it’s a different

suffering through foreclosure,

facilities approximately five years

Center staff.

type of loan.”

but entire neighborhoods are

ago, and what they discovered

resources for enforcement.
They also suggests

was alarming.

Ebenezer

Church

Blacks More Likely To Be
Offered Subprime Loans
BY JOSEPH YOUNG

could afford. People were even

SPECIAL TO THE NNPA

told they were getting one type
of loan and then when they got to

“There have been a large
number of abusive loans that
have originated in the District of

A subprime loan is offered at

being devastated. People who

Columbia over the last few

a higher interest rate than the

are living in property surround

years,” said Debbie Gruenstein

prime rate offered on traditional

Bocian, senior researcher for the

loans. The additional interest

that

framework,

Department

has

the
which

adequate
that

ing foreclosure properties are

foster care system deserve to be

Licensing, the State agency that is

and

seeing the values of their homes

treated with respect, affection, and

responsible for assuring that the
facilities
meet
established

positive changes to the foster care

we

minimum standards. Among these

and juvenile justice systems that

the

violations: 53 percent of these

will provide children the environ

often translates to thousands of

decrease, which have implica
tions not just for the tax base, but

child

payments

suggests

Center

several organizations, including
the Department of Social Services

additional

interest

Advocacy

control exercised by the Bureau of

which

study.

In addition, the report empha

The

“All children in Louisiana’s

a home-like environment. The

the

as

sizes the lack of oversight and

Center for Responsible Lending,
conducted

over at least two monitoring visits.

such, the Advocacy Center seeks

facilities,

and 64

residential

Youth

Development, make lasting and

over

loan.

the ability of these people to tap

nature. Borrowers are not aware

Subprime loans are offered to

into home equity, to pay for

Department of Social Services,

facilities failed to assure that

ments they need to grow and

of or fully understand the reper

individuals who do not qualify

college for their children, and to

fall well short of that standard,”

children received proper medical

mature into productive citizens.

cussions of theses loans.”

for prime rate loans, usually due

pay for retirement.”
like black media under our feet

The study, commissioned

of the

to low credit scores.

There also are repercussions

by

of

visited,

fife

licensed

Office

“These loans are predatory in

the

all

facilities

the

“Something of great worth

The most frequently used

for the entire financial system.

NNPA

and

type of subprime loan is the

People who are trying to buy

continuedfrom front page

Banking, analyzed patterns of

adjustable rate mortgage with an

homes for the first time are

subprime mortgage lending and

initial two-to three-year intro

having a harder time getting

foreclosure as part of a broader

ductory rate, followed by rate

consumer protection initiative

adjustments for the remainder of

on behalf of the D.C. govern

the loan term.

suffering the consequences of

by the D.C. Department of
Insurance,

Securities

that could be catalyst for radical
change in our communities and

the press must be sensitive to.”
Cosby says the national rela
tionship must grow from home.

Baptist

we don’t know what to do with it.

“We have a wonderful rela
tionship with the Louisville

credit, and people who need

Church in Louisville, agreed that

We don’t realize what we’ve got,”

Defender. I encourage my

credit for other reasons

the black church and black press

Cosby said.

are

the

Bates

Memorial

Williams says the one-on-one

commonality between the black

members to support the Louisville
Defender. We advertise and spend
big money with the Louisville

“What we’re attempting to

relationship between the two insti

press and black church is that they

Defender.

good candidates to get a

do is develop strategies to help

tutions would also allow for men

are both communicators.

Louisville Defender and will do

District in 2005 were subprime.

refinance loan to allow them to

people

torships so that people can learn

That is, out of a total of 37,385

stay in their home,” said Tatian.

mortgages that are going

how

“What we need to do is reach out

through some problems,” said

demystify it.

ment. Among key findings in the

“Many people who got fore

study were that about 11 percent

closure notices

are probably

of all loans originating in the

loans, 4,151 were subprime.
“People were misled,” said
Peter A.

Titian,

research

associate for the Urban Institute,
which helped conduct the study.

irresponsible lending.

who

have

subprime

works

and

“You must provide answers to
questions that people are asking.
You have to be relevant to the

who

had

anything I can to
Louisville Defender.”

help

the
the

He concluded, “And they’ve
been good to us, but it’s not about

sioner of DISB. “We’re trying to

preached the message about the

churches survive, the black insti

help people prevent their homes

black press being the voice of

tutions ought to survive,” he says.

an individual church, it’s about
what s in the best interest of the

from going into foreclosure.”

Moses, said black institutions too

“There are new social and global

community.”

realities that affect the black
community that the church and

products that they can use to stay

Cosby,

press

I promote

times in which we live. And if the

Thomas E. Hampton, commis

“Lenders and brokers no

the

He said the most powerful

earlier

to them and give them good loan
in their homes.”

must work together.

“People were encouraged to take

longer have a substantive

often don’t appreciate each other’s

out loans beyond what they

interest in making sure people

power.
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WORD PLAY FUN PAGE
Check out our Book Giveaway...

(...send us your filled-in form!)

j

---------------------------------—

www.newspaperfun.com

Annimills LLC © 2Q08V5-N27

The Spoiled Sea Princess:

I have a short story to tell you about a spoiled
Sea Princess. It is a two-part story or a series. One
part will be this week and the second part next week.

A Two-Part Series

Study the pictures, letters and words to see if
you can read this sea tale!

rrm
there was a princess named Sandy. She lived in the

herself. She had beautiful hair and spent a lot of time
When Sandy wasn’t «SSS»

swlm

Some day
’m going to
\beahigfish’

She liked to sit upon the -zgjSfcu. at the seashore and
ing it.

R

time
N

ing her Mermaid’s hair, she was listening

H
pet

to Fiddler Crabs playing Tunas at the Band Shells. She liked to snack on
Sea

and, a Sea”^^

.

crabs

Sometimes she would watch her pet
c

> »il mu. .in.H MJ
16—.I
and her pet

shells
A ZL

spoiled

* Sandy thought he was a Swell

princess

He shelled out a lot of clams to get Sandy anything she wanted.
(3) day Sandy was feeling

C

^y. She wanted her father to
a

new pet But, Sandy was in for a big surprise this (^3^

king

. He told her she

must take better care of this new oet. Sandy agreed. She learned to ride

s

horseshoe
sunfish

.

cucumbers

her new pet She hung Pandoraaround its neck. She fit It with the best

starfish
The words above

that she could find. Soon, however, the spoiled little princess was

to

seashore
Have you ever heard the
“Tuna” the Fiddler Crabs
play with the Band Shells?

t

Yes. Their ‘-Starfish”
really shined!

story. Study the
words to fit

herself. Her new pet would always follow.

them into the

Continued next week...

The New Pet

mermaid

it1

are from this week’s
bored and did not even bother to feed her new pet. She would swim to the

feed

---- g

clams
OO

needs another
pet like!need
g bicycle!
j

■Jr

play. But, she grew bored with them.

Sandy’s father was the

M

Those are some
“Swellfish” indeed!

puzzle above.

Enter the Reading Club Fun

for

Book Giveaway

Sandy’s new pet needs a lot of care, She took good care of it at first,
but quickly forgot even to feed it The pet followed her everywhere hoping
for some love and attention! Color in the spaces below to see her pet.

♦ free Stiinkers
each

This summer we will give away dozens of books and lots of
stickers to encourage kids to read. Just send in this signed

Club Fun

G = Green

form to be entered in the giveaway. No purchase needed.

B = Brown

One entry per person per week. (Void where prohibited by law.) Club
Visit ReadingClubFun.com for more details.
whjie

U = Blue

Cut out &

RO. Box 646

form to;

Canton, CT 06019

Readim

■
jj

supplies last

Reading Club Fun

mail this

Reading

(no stickers will be sent to

__ c
children under 5 years old) I s?
.£ u_
x>

S a

Name
Age________

DC O

Grade________________

Boy [

|

Girl |

|

Street/Apt.__________________________________________ .
City/Town._____________ _________ ■___________ State.______ Zip,
Which newspaper is this?
Grownup’s Last Name______ ______________ _First_____________
Grownup’s signature (over 18)_______________ ___________________
Email address:

Sea Treasure
cy Wow!
The sea is full of wonders! We are not even sure that we have
found and seen everything that lives in the oceans. The oceans
are very deep and darkl
Find and circle all these seashore and deep sea treasures:
Fiddler Crabs

Sunfish

Starfish

Clams

Mermaid’s Hair

Jellyfish

Seahorse

Mussels

Horseshoe Crab

Kingfish

Swellfish

Tuna

Sea Cucumber

Sea Grapes

Seaweed

Pandora Shells

Band Shells

Royal Tern

N I K M 0
U D E E W
0 Y C RU
N V E M P
U H T A 0
Y S GIO
F I DDL
p R S W
ft; G K H 0
j N I A I
P I R I V
I K R R I
I J Y T E
P U j B H

'

__________________________
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955 20th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal Church

(727) 894-4311

3rd Avenue North- St. Petersburg, FL 33705

912

Email: mzpmbc@gte.net

(727) 822-2089

Website: www.mzprogressive.org
Progressive Missionary

Bethel1894@knology.net

Baptist Church

Worship Services..................................7:45 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.

Breakfast Ministry...................Sunday 8:00 a.m.
Church School.............................. ................9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship............ ..........................10:30 a.m.

Sunday School...................................... ...............................9:00 a.m.
Prayer Service (Wed)......................... ............................. 6:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Wed).............................................................6:30 p.m.

Bible Study................................ Tuesday 7:00 p.m.
Youth Church................

Mission Statement:
Impact the world by equipping believers
to reach the lost with the gospel of Jesus Christ

Rev. Louis M. Murphy Sr.
Senior Pastor

Mon & Wed 5:30 p.m.

“There’s A Place For YOU in the AME Church”

ST. JOHN MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

St. Mark African Methodist Episcopal Church

3200 Fifth Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 3371.2

I____

“Where Everybody is Somebody”

(727) 327-1373

»/~~l

2401 — 5th Street South

We

Saint Petersburg, FL 33705

Early Morning Worship.................. .................................7:30 a.m.

Phone: (727) 823-6666
[J

Sunday School........ ............................................... ...... ...............9:30 a.m.

”

Morning Worship ..;...............1....... ........ .................... ...... ......11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study & Prayer Meeting

Rev. Keturah D. Pittman, Pastor
. V

AFRICAN METHODIST
EPISCOPAL CHURCH

........ .....7:00 p.m.

/

Friday Prayer Meeting ............................ ........................ .......11:00 a.m.
Rev. Norris L.
Martin Sr. - Pastor

Reverend David L.
and Dorothy
Connelly

Weekly Schedule
Sunday School............. ...... ...............................9:30 a.m.

A «.

Sunday Early Morning Worship Service... 11:00 a.m.
Monday Prayer & Praise............................. 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study......... ......................... 6:30 p.m.
Friday Youth Activities................................ 6:30

“Raising A Standard For God’s People In God’s Church”

The Old Landmark Cathedral

GENESIS
WORSHIP
CENTER
CHURCH

Victory Christian Center Church

Church Of God !n Christ

3012 18th Avenue South

Superintendent Mitchell L. Bryant, Pastor
4201 - 6th Street South

St. Petersburg, Fla. 33712

St. Petersburg, FL 33705

www.victorychristiancenterchurch.com

Phone:

(727)321-0911

727/898-8616 • Fax: 727/502-9843

“Grace and Peace Be Unto You from the Old
Landmark Church Family”
schedule of Services
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.

1818 29th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, Florida
727.898.5571
Sunday Worship

Pastor Michael T. and ,
Elect Lady Sheila Culbreth

Sunday Morning Worship - 11 a.m.
Wednesday Night Bible Study - 7:30 p.m

Supt. Mitchell L. Bryant and
Lady Danita B. Bryant

Claude S. Williams, Pastor

Noon Day Prayer - Daily at 12 noon
Radio Broadcast: WRXB @ 9:30 AM - 10:00 AM

*Nursery and Youth Services Available

“A Church of Ordinary People Serving an Extraordinary God!”

Queen Street
Church

WALKING IN THE..PROHISEO VISION

Of God In Christ

Schedule of Services
Sunday Worship*
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.
Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.
(except Wednesdays)

Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church. For more information about the
other services and ministries at Victory Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911

Transportation Service is Available by calling: 727/463-1120

11:30 a.m.

Sunday
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.

iAhinfartf^ilarvest

1732 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Wednesday
Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

Worship C e n ter

(727) 896-4356

4682 40th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33714

Elder A.Pi Conage, Pastor
8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

9:00 A.M: - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

Pastor Maceo and
Tamika McGriff

Saiitt Joint

ohuro h or ««■>■«

mm oNatBiinr

Come Grow With Us!

(727) 686-9356

Log on:
www.travelwiththechurch.com

www.abundant-harvest.org

(to book your travel engagements)

“Wafofoing

YPWW First and Third Sunday of each month after Morning Service

Dominion
and Power
'

p.m.

Baptist Ckurek

Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor
Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FL 33755
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755
Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-0431
Email: sjpbc@tampabay.rr.com
Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 am. - 1:30 p.m.
Radio internet: tantalk 1340.com

Qn

foe Promised Vision”

Seek.

Looking for a place to gain deeper understanding
of your spiritual nature? A place where
your religious background doesn’t matter?
A nori-denominational church that believes

Scheduled Services:
Early Morning.......................................................... 8:00a.m. Elder Benjamin
Church School.......................................
9:45a.m.
Adams, Jr.,
Mid-Morning......................................................... 11:00a.m. Senior Pastor
Mid-week Family Night Bible Study........ 7:00 p.m.

God should be user-friendly?

Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”
Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts 1:4-8)
fefllBfaers

Mount Pilgrim Missionary Baptist Church

Ml w

4000 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711 Phone: (727) 321-7375
“Returning God’s People to the Word of God”

gtf jin,

ur(iJ

Sunday School.............................. 9:30 a.m. -10:30 a.m.
Sunday General Worship............. ................... 11:00 a.m.

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Cooperate Prayer/Bible Study
7:30 p.m.
1115 N. Martin Luther King Ave.
Clearwater. Florida 33755
727.441.1759

Sunday New Member Orientation ..................... 9:30 a.m.

Wednesday Tutoring..................... .6:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Mission Statement

Having been led, as we believe, by the Spirit of God to receive the Lord Jesus Christ as
our Savior; and on the profession of our faith. We the people of God returning to God’s

W 727-898-2457 Fox: 727-895-689$

Word, proclaiming, God’s Will in provoking His love among one another.

-jnitytem pl80ftruth@msn.com

3144 Third Avenue South

pastorwoods07@yahoo.com

SCHEDULE OF SERVICES
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship - 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study — Wednesday — 6:30 p.m.
Holy Communion Every First Sunday

L

Wednesday Youth Bible Study.... .7:00 p)m. - 8:06 p.m.

Pastor Clark
Hazley, Sr.

St. Petersburg, Ttorifa 33712

Email: trinityp@tampabay.rr.com

fi I

Wednesday Bible Study................ .7:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

2830 22nfAvenue South

727-327-8590

MORNING WORSHIP 11:00 a.m.

Wednesday Prayer Meeting......... ..7:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.

First Baptist Institutional
Church

Trinity (Presbyterian Church

Alfonso Woods,
Pastor

Communion................................... ..............first Sunday

St. Petersburg, FL

YOUR CHURCH

____

DIRECTORY AD

Phone: 323-7518
Sunday School
Morning Worship

9:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

IBo 1

"Wl

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

Rev. Wayne G.
Thompson, Pastor

COULD BE HERE!
Call TODAY!!
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURlCH

3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240

(727) 321-6631

* www.stmarkch.org

E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com

TB

Schedule of Services

Sunday Worship Service....... ..10:00 a.m.

-

Church School..............

Teen Summit (Wednesday).. ....7:00 p.m.

Morning Worship............................
10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union...............................................5:00p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday 9:30 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

Bible Study (Wednesday)..... ....7:00 p.m.

“God’s House In The City”

Greater Mt. Zion African Methodist
Episcopal Church
919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

St. Petersburg, FL 33705

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

207 - 10th Street North

(727) 898-9407

(727) 906-8300

Sunday School..............................................9:30a.m.

www. fmb ctheship.org

Sunday School............................. ..................... 9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship.................................... 11:00ajn.

Dr. John A. Evans,
Pastor

Wednesday Evening Prayer....... .6:30 pan.

Sunday................7:45 A.M. and 11 A.M. Worship
"Serving and Saving

Wednesday Vintage Bible Study.. ..11:00 a.m. -12 noon
Sunday School................................................ 9:30 A.M.

Wednesday Night Bible Study .....7:30 pan.

"Helping and
Healing"

Wednesday................... Noonday Bible Study and

The church where
what God’s word teaches
is practiced!

"Inspiring and

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday • 8:30 a.m.)Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry

Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
"The church with a heart in the heart ofthe city"

Macedonia Freewill
Baptist Church

Bread of Life; 7 P.M. Prayer and Bible Study

Instructing"

Thursday..........................7 P.M. Youth Enrichment

Rev. Ronald L. Bell
Pastor

"Praying and
Praising"

Fraycr Tvwcr Church qf Qvd id Christ

20th Street
Church Of Christ

Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Elder Carson Skinner, Assistant Pastor
1137 37th Street South

900 - 16th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
M

Office (727) 895-4900 • Fax (727) 895-4990

F

Bishop Raymond T. Baker, Pastor

820 20th Street South

Saint Petersburg, FL 33711

St. Petersburg, FL

(727) 321-0670

services

Home: 896-8006
Bro. Robert Smith

W

B
C

Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m.

Sunday Morning Bible Class....................................................9:00a.m.

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.

Sunday Morning Worship........................................................10:30a.m.

Sunday Mid-Morning 11:00 a.m.

Ladies Bible Class Monday........................................................ 7:00p.m.

Wednesday Prayer Meeting, Bible Study 7:00 p.m.

Sunday Evening Worship.............................................................5:00p.m.

Communion is observed every first Sunday

Monday Evening Bible Class..........................

Sunday

Sunday School -10:30 a jn.
A. M. Service -11:30 aan.
YPWW (lst & 3rd Sunday) - S:30 pan.
P.M. Service (lst & 3rd Sunday) - 6:30 pjn.
P. M. Service (2nd & 4th Sunday) - 5:30 pan.

Tuesday

Morning Prayer - 9:30 to 10:30 ajn.

Wednesday

Prayer Service - 7:30 pan.

Thursday

Bible Study (for all ages) - 7:30 pjn.

7:00 p.m.

Wednesday Evening Bible Class.............................

7:00 p.m.

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

The Rock of Jesus

Gdace a directory ad
for your church
Here today!
^ihilahelpimx Conrmniriiu Church
The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor

MISSIONARY

Church School:......................

,.9:15 a.m. — 10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m. - 10:20 a.m.

Praise and Worship:............

10:20. a.m. —■ 10;30 a.m.

Morning Worship Service:

..... ........... .......10:30 a.m.

Bible Study each Tuesday:

..... ................ .....6:30 p.m.

Van service is available by calling:
(727) 327-0015

THE ROCK OF JTESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 - 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, Florida
Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021
Office Hours: IVI on day thru Thursday
9:00 a.m.5:00 p.m.

B&tiheil

2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Rjwwwear

www.spreadinghopeonline.org

School 9:50 A.M.
Sunday Services:

Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 P.M. (Wed.)

Church School...............................9:00 a.m.

SERVICES

Praise & Worship Service ... 10:30 a.m.

Sunday: 8:ooam And 10100AM
Wednesday: 7:oopm

1

The Reverend Aaron V. Gaskin..................................... .............. Associate Pastor
The Reverend Dr. Vikki T. Qaskin-Butler................................. Associate Pastor
Finance Ministry.................................................................................James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry....................................................................................JoyceRobinson

Wednesday Services:
Rev. Carlos Senior,
Pastor

Midweek P.U.S.H.

2901 54th Ave. South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(Prayer Meeting/Bible Study).. 7:00 p.m.

Clerk Ministry................................................................................................... WyvonniaMcGee

“One Body, One Spirit, One Hope ”

Reverend Dr;'Mimbti. Sykes ;

“A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People”

STEWART-ISOM MEMORIAL
CHRISTIAN METHODIST

Episcopal Church
1820 Walton Street Street
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
727-327-0593

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship: 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday, 12:00 noon
and Thursday, 6:45 p.m.
Phillipians 3:14 “I press towards the mark for the
prize ofthe high calling of God in Christ Jesus”

203 73RD AVENUE

| ST PETE BEACH, FL 33706 l

-27.3671900

. Sunday
Corporate Prayer 1030 am ?
Worship Service

11:00 am

Saturday
rCew ifCt. Olive 'Primitive Baptist ^Church
"Peculiar

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

Our Purpose ls.TW;ApvANCEMENT-.OF God’s Kingdom And
Promotion OFTHESpi^HhJAL. Moral, SoaALjM#>'£©o^h#(?<. Welfare .O^-Our Members Ano
JJi'.S

(727) 896-5228

Morning Worship 10:30 A.M.

Rev. A. Anthony Robinson in

BaptISt Church

Devotion:.................................

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733
Wisdom

K. Brow ri

Missionary Baptist Church

Website: www.greatermtzioname.org

Wednesday Prayer Service........... ..................... 7:00 p.m.

Rev. Brian

£

10th Street Church Of God

Early Morning Worship............... ..................... 7:30 a.m.

Rev. Clarence williams,
Pastor

Ja HR

Friendship
3300 31st Street South

Wednesday Bible Study................ ..................... 6:00 p.m.

9:30 a.m.

Rev. Rickey L. Houston
Pastor

email: info@greatermtzioname.org

Morning Worship......................... ...................11:00 a.m.

OSH?

ri

Sunday School.......................... ....9:00 a.m.

People Persuaded to Perform "Sis

i

Corporate Prayer 9:00 am

Purpose”

Children's Church Availabl
3001 18th Avenue South • Saint Petersburg, Florida 33712
Phone: (727) 327-9904 • Fax: (727) 322-0409
Ghurch School - 9:30 AM • Morning Worship - 11:00 AM
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting & BibleStudy - 7:00PM

Pastor & Founder of Revealing Truth Ministries

www.revf

(727) 866-256X
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CHURCH NEWS & ANNOUNCEMENTS
New Hope Missionary Baptist Church
“ONE BODY, ONE SPIRIT, ONE HOPE”
Our Esteemed Pastor, the Reverend

You don’t want to miss this!

Carlos L. Senior and the New Hope

Prayer Band is held on Thursday

Church family invite you to worship with

mornings at 11:00. We invite you to join

us on Sunday morning. Our services for

us as we pray for the needs of the people

the day include Early Morning Service at

Bethel Metropolitan Baptist Church
Bethel Metropolitan Baptist Church under

The Music Ministry and Youth Ministry are

the leadership of our soldier of the cross, and

preparing for their annual Back to School

drum major for justice, Dr. Rickey L. Houston,

Concert Sunday, August 10, 2008 at 4:00 p.m.

extend an invitation to the community to join us

This annual event is designed for children and

as we communicate God’s Word at 10:00 a.m.

youth to present their talents through song,

worship service on Sunday, Sunday School at

dance and creative expression. There will be

throughout the world. “Do not be anxious

9:00 a.m. and Bible Study and Teen Summit on

performances from youth choirs, mimes drill

7:45, Sunday School at 9:15 (classes for

about anything, but in everything, by

Wednesday

teams, and creative expression groups through

all ages) and Mid-Morning Service at

prayer and petition, with thanksgiving,

encourage the community to make use of our

out the bay area. A community outreach is also

Prayer Line. (727-321-9645)

part of this great praise service; backpacks

10:30.

present your requests to God.”

MIDWEEK RL.S.H.

UPCOMING EVENTS

(Prayer, Understanding, & Spiritual

(Call 727-896-5228 for details)

Healing)

• July 12 - Music & Performing Arts

Prayer Service and Bible Study are

Workshop, Dr. Cody Clark, Facilitator

evening,

at

7:00.

We

also

filled with basic school supplies are given to

Bethel Metropolitan is committed to a
Christ-centered,

people-centered,

team-

children and youth in the community.

centered and Bible-based ministry, with priori

Pathfinders Summer Camp is a fun and safe

ties focused on Love, Forgiveness, Unity, Peace

place for your children ages 5-12. Activities

and Growth. We celebrate in worship . . . we

include swimming, skating, bowling, movies

care for one another ... we cultivate the fullest

arts and crafts, creative expressions and more.

held on Wednesday evenings. Prayer

• July 14-18 - WCBA Congress of

Service begins at 6:30 in the evening and

Christian Education, Orlando, FL

spiritual life possible both individually and cor

Camp is in session Monday — Friday, 7:00 a.m.

Bible Study begins at 7:30.

• July 19 - Church Picnic

porately ... and we communicate God’s truth at

to 6:00 p.m., through August 15, 2008. Free

every opportunity. Living out these priorities

breakfast and lunch provided. For additional

Thought for the Week: “Hope can be

results in a kaleidoscope of ministries at Bethel

information call Pathways to Progress at 727-

ignited by a spark of encouragement.”

Metropolitan for all ages and interests.

328-2409.

Won’t you

join us? During the summer months,
various

biblical

characters

will

be

discussed during the Bible Study hour.

Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church

St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church
The St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church, under the
leadership of its dynamic, spirited, man of God, the
Reverend Brian Kenneth Brown, its official staff of
Deacons and Trustees, and the entire congregation of St.
Mark, extends to the community at large, its wishes that
there would be an overflowing of God’s blessings upon their
lives. St. Mark is grounded in a Christ-centered doctrine that
has as its central theme, a behef that we are a haven of hope,
help, and healing for a world hungering for and thirsting
after the enlightened word of God. At St. Mark, we are
Christians willing to work and partner in unity, praising God
for His awesome gift, His son Jesus Christ.
Upcoming Events for July 2008
July 7-11 Vacation Bible School held nightly from 6:30
to 8:30; Theme: “Chosen Champions for Jesus.”
July 14 Beginning computer classes: grades 4 and up
from 6 to 7:30 p.m.
July 21-25 State Convention and Youth Convention
hosted by New Jerusalem M.B.C., Rev. J.L. Downing,
Paster (Landland, FL)
July 27 Children and Youth Ministry Outing to Mt.
Tabor, Tampa, at 4:00 p.m.
July 30 PIZZA Ministry from 6 to 8 p.m.
St. Mark offers...
Sunday School is held for both children and adults of
all ages. Sunday School starts each Sunday morning at 9:30.
All are invited to come out and join us.
Baptist Training Union is each Sunday at 5:00 p.m.
Members and the general public are invited to come out and
study the Bible with us and learn “What Baptist Believe.”

Children and Youth Ministry Meetings are held every
Monday at 6:00 p.m. Children in the community are
welcomed to join us.
Sunday School Teachers’ Meeting is held every
Tuesday at 7:00 p.m.
Senior Hour of Power Bible Study is held every
Thursday at 9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study every Thursday
evening at 7:00.
St. Mark After School Tutoring Ministry: Neighbors
Involved in Kids Education (N.I.K.E.). Open to all school
age children ever Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday from
’ 4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
DESTINATION GRADUATION Summer Success
Initiative opened June 18, 2008 and is designed to keep
children on track during the summer months. The program
has something for all age groups:
Ages 4-7 - Wednesday night pajama parties (this is not
an overnight event) give little ones the opportunity to wear
their pajamas as they come out to listen to bed time stories,
view movies and participate in arts and crafts and more.
Grades 3-11 can get the help they need in areas they
struggled with during the school year which include reading
comprehension, reading fluency, math and more. These
services are completely free to all children and membership
at St. Mark is not a requirement.
St. Mark Technology Lab: the St. Mark Computer Lab
will be open and available for use on Tuesday and
Wednesday evenings from 5:30 to 7:30.

“If God be for us, who can be against us?” Romans 8:31
The Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church family under
welcomes

your

Worship Services.

presence

this

Sunday

for

We are excited about our

Zion for a day of ministry.
Wednesday - Vintage Bible Study, 11:00

“New Home” and thank God for the many

a.m., come enjoy the Word and lunch Bible

blessings He has provided and our members,

Study, 6:00 p.m., collectively we learn more of

family and friends for your support and partici

God. Hour of Power, 7:00 p.m., come as you are

pation in prayer, deed and action. Let us

for a powerful hour of Song, prayer, praise and

continue to follow our shepherd and the vision,

preaching.

bonding in spirit, mind and purpose. We would
love to have our neighbors and friends join us.

Upcoming Events:

Bring someone to church and share the love of

July 20 - Lay Organization Worship Service,

Christ. Our doors are always open and everyone

4:00 p.m. Our speaker: Bro. Douglas Thomas,

is welcome.

WC Conference President

Our early morning worship begins at
7:30, followed by Church School at 9:30, join us

July 21-24 - Christian Education Congress,
Orlando, FL

as we share the Word of God one with another
collectively. At 11:00 a.m., our Contemporary
Worship Service. The Male Chorus will bless
your soul in song throughout the day. Come in
anticipation of a good time as Pastor Williams

Mount Zion is on the move; get on board as
we Mount up at Mount Zion!
Thought for the week: “Salvation is what we
receive, not what we achieve.”

preaches the Good News of Christ.

The Old Landmark Cathedral
will we keep the faith or succumb to fear?
Fear is to be resisted for these among other
reasons:
1) Fear is not of God. See 2 Timothy 1:
7 For God hath not given us the spirit of
fear; but of power, and of love, and of a
sound mind.
2) Fear paralyzes and immobilizes. If
we allow fear to control us it can be used to
keep us from doing the things that need to
be done, living the life we should live.
Fear has been used by abusive spouses,
slave masters, bosses, government and any
other person or thing to keep people “in
their place.”
3) . Blinds us to move, miracles and
promises of God. Fear closes the eyes to
the move of God.
Fear is not of God and we must ask God
to increase our faith, to receive our increase
and bind the spirit of fear.

Be blessed and have a Jesus filled week.

SL Petersburg Theological Seminary

THE FEAR FACTOR
Luke 8: 49 While he yet spake, there
cometh one from the ruler of the
synagogue’s house, saying to him, Thy
daughter is dead; trouble not the Master.
50 But when Jesus heard it, he answered
him, saying, fear not: believe only, and she
shall be made whole.
This passage of scripture talks about a
ruler, full of faith when he approached
Jesus. His daughter was at the point of
death, but was yet living. Now a man has
come from his house bearing the news that
no parent should ever hear: His daughter
had died. In that instant his faith was
changed to fear. Jesus sensing the same
admonished him, to “fear not.”
How many of us have prayed and
stepped on our faith, believing with all we
have in us and then suddenly something
happens that drains our faith like a funnel?
At that point we have a decision to make-

Weekly ministries:
In need of a mid-week lift? Then stop by

the leadership of Pastor Clarence A. Williams

Learning Committed To
Preparing Men & Women To
Communicate Clearly The
Claims Of The Older And

Programs Offered:

Newer Covenants For The
Modem World

• Doctor Of Ministry
•Master Of Divinity
• Master Of Rabbinic Studies

A Place Where
One’s Natural
Gifts Can
Blossom Into
God’s Glory

10830 Navajo Drive
St Petersburg, FL 33708

727-399-0276
www.sptseminary.edu
registrar@sptsen1inary.edu

• M.A. In Biblical Studies
»M.A. to Counseling
• MA In Judaic studies
• M.A.In Missiology/Evangelism/Youih Ministry
• MA. In Pastoral Counseling
• M.S. to Educational Ministries
• M.S. to Religious Teacher Education
• M.S. to Tcadier Education
• Bachelor Of Arts Degree Completion

• Certificate In Religious Education

Accredited by The Trans-National Association Of Christian Colleges.

Prayer Tower COGIC Announcement Pastor Clarence Welch Celebrates
His 44th Pastoral Anniversary!
Mother Cora Savage, coordinator for the Pastoral Anniversary, and the Prayer Tower Family will be celebrating
their Pastor’s 44th Pastoral Anniversary beginning July 16-20. Our theme for this year is “A Man of God Who is
Stedfast, Unmoveable, and Abounds in the Work of the Lord.” Pastor Welch is an exemplary pastor and has been
a blessing not only to his members but the community at large. Those of you who know and love Pastor Welch we
would like to take this opportunity to invite you to participate with us during this glorious celebration.
The services are 7:30 p.m.:
• Wednesday, July 16 - Pentecostal Temple COGIC, Elder William Anderson, Pastor
• Thursday, July 17 — Bible Way COGIC, Elder Sylvester Reeves Sr., Pastor
• Friday, July 18 - Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church, Bishop Raymond T. Baker, Pastor
• Sunday, July 20 at 11:30 a.m. - Queen Street COGIC, Supt. Anthony Conage, Pastor
• Sunday, July 20 at 4:00 p.m. - East Lake COGIC, Supt. Willie Matheney, Pastor
Come one, come all and let us give honor to the Man of God for the service that he has given to his church family
and community at large. His advice to other Pastors is “All you need is to be faithful to God and he will supply all your
needs according to his riches in glory!”
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BLACK HISTORY
Celebrating Our History Is An Everyday Thing”
——

_________

Source: Wikipedia Free Library

Alex Haley
Alexander Murray Palmer

faced during their long sea

was published in the July 1965
issue of the magazine.

1992) was an American writer.

voyages wasn’t the Japanese but
boredom. He collected many

He is best known as the author

rejection slips over an eight-

“Roots:

Haley (Aug. 11, 1921 - Feb. 10,

of

Roots: The Saga of an

American Family,” and of “The

Susie Baker
King Taylor

In 1976, Haley published
The

Saga

of

Susie Baker King Taylor

an

(1848-1912)

was

the

first

year period before his first story

American

was bought.

based loosely on his family’s

African-American to

history, starting with the story of

openly in a school for former

Autobiography of Malcolm X,”

After World War II, Haley

the latter of which he wrote in

was able to petition the Coast

collaboration with Malcolm X.

Guard to allow him to transfer

Family,”

a

novel

teach

to me nights, all of them so
eager to leam to read, to read
above anything else.” She
taught there until

October

into the field of journalism, and
by 1949 he had become a petty
officer first class in the rate of
Journalist. He later advanced to
the rank of chief petty officer
and held this grade until his
retirement

from

the

Alex Haley

Coast
traced the records of the ship,

Guard in 1959.

The Lord Ligonier, which he

After his retirement from
the Coast Guard, Haley began

said carried his

his writing career and eventual

America. Genealogists have
since disputed. Haley’s research

ly became a sehior editor for

and

Reader’s Digest.
Haley conducted the first
interview

for

jazz

Bom in Ithaca, N.Y.,

legend

“Roots” by Alex Haley

Playboy

Miles

Davis,

appeared in the September 1962

Kunta

Kinte,

kidnapped

in

Gambia in 1767 and transported

issue. In the interview, Davis

to the Province of Maryland to
be

Haley

said

the

Negro School in Liberty County, ca. 1890
After the Civil War Susie King Taylor moved to Liberty
County and worked as a teacher. She soon move to
Boston. This photograph by WilliamWilson was taken two
decades later. (Courtesy of the Georgia Historical
Society, William Wilson Collection)

most

emotional moment of his life
was on Sept. 29, 1967, when he

slaves in Georgia. As the

1862, when the island was

author of “Reminiscences of

evacuated.

My Life in Camp with the

While at the school on St.

claimed to be a seventh-genera

stood at the site in Annapolis,
Md., where his ancestor had

33d United States Colored

Simons Island, Baker married

tion descendant of Kunta Kinte,

arrived

Troops,

the tone for what became a sig
nificant feature of the magazine.

spoke

about

his

thoughts and feelings on racism

1921, Haley spent his first five

and it was that interview that set

years in Henning, Tenn., in
an

family

Haley

had sued him for plagiarism.

!candidly
in

African-American

and

made an out-of-court settlement
with Harold Courlander, who

magazine. The interview, with
Alex Haley served in the
U.S.Coast Guard

conclusions

ancestor to

mixed with Irish and Cherokee

Martin

ancestry with his two younger
brothers. Haley was bom to

was the longest he ever granted

Luther

King

Jr.’s

Playboy Interview with Haley

sold

as

a

slave.

Haley

and Haley’s work on the novel

“Roots”

eventually

Volunteers,” she was the only

Edward King, a black non
commissioned officer in the

involved 10 years of research,

published in 37 languages and
Haley won a special award for it

African-American woman to

Union forces. For three years

publish

she

in 1977 from the Pulitzer Board.

wartime experiences.

intercontinental

travel

and

writing. He went to the village
of Juffure, where Kunta Kinte

200

years

was

before.

“Roots” was also made into a
popular television miniseries
that year. The film reached a
record-breaking 130 million
yiewers when it was serialized
on television. Roots emphasized

lst

S.C.

a memoir of her

husband’s

with

and

her

brothers’

regiment, serving as nurse

County on Aug. 6, 1848.
When she was about seven
years old, her owner allowed
her to go to Savannah to live,
with
her
grandmother.

and laundress, and teaching
many of the bIack soldiers to

Despite Georgia’s harsh laws

long history and that not all of
believed. Its popularity sparked

against the formal education
of African-Americans, she
attended two secret schools

an increased public interest in

taught

genealogy, as well.

From them she gained the

by

black

women.

In the late l980s, Haley

rudiments of literacy, then

began working on a second his

extended her education with

torical novel based on another

the help of two white youths,

branch of his family, traced

both

through his grandmother Queen

violated law and custom.

Ajr- the daughter of a black slave

moved

She was bom in Liberty

that African-Americans have a
that history is lost, as many

Alex Haley boyhood home and memorial in Henning, Tenn.

Late

of whom knowingly

In April 1862, Baker and

woman and her white master.

many

other

African

Haley died in Seattle, Wash., of

Americans fled to St. Simons

a heart attack with the story

Island, occupied at the time

unfinished

Susie Baker King Taylor

buried

by Union forces. Within days

read and write during their

beside his childhood home in
Henning, Tenn. At his request, it

her educational advantages

off-duty hours. In 1866 she

came to the attention of army

and

was finished by David Stevens

officers,

to

Savannah, where she estab

and

was

who

offered

Edward

returned

to

Bertha

to any publication.1 Throughout

grew up and which is still in

and was published as “Alex

obtain books for her if she

lished a school for the freed

Palmer. Haley’s father, Simon

the 1960s, Haley was response

existence,

would organize a school. She

children. Edward King died

thereby

first

in September 1866, a few

black

freed

months before the birth of

African-American students to

their first child. In 1867 she

Simon

Haley

and

Alexander
Haley,
was
a
professor of agriculture who

ble for some of the magazine’s

tribal historian tell the story of

Haley’s Queen”; it was subse
quently made into a movie in

most

Kinte’s

1993.

notable

interviews,

and listened, to

capture.

Haley

a

also

teacher

the
for

had served in World War I after

including

graduating from college. The

American Nazi

leader

returned to her native Liberty

younger Haley always spoke

George Lincoln Rockwell, who

County to establish another

proudly of his father and the

agreed to meet with Haley only

school. In 1868 she again

incredible obstacles of racism

after Haley, in a phone conver

relocated to Savannah, where

he had overcome. Alex Haley

sation, assured him that he was

she

not

freedmen for another year

was first sent off to college at
the age of 15. At the age of 17

an. interview ' with

became

Jewish.

Party

Haley

remained

continued

teaching

calm and professional during

and

he returned home to inform his

the

though

through small tuition charges,

father of his withdrawal from

Rockwell kept a handgun on the

never receiving aid from the

Alcorn State University. Simon
Haley felt that Alex needed dis
cipline
and
growth
and

table throughout it. Haley also

northern

interviewed Cassius Clay, who

organizations.

convinced his son to enlist in the

to Muhammad Ali. Other inter

traveled

military when he turned 18. On

views

domestic servant of a wealthy

May 24, 1939, Alex Haley
began his 20-year service with

defense attorney Melvin Belli,

the Coast Guard.
He enlisted as a mess-boy

Johnny

and then became a petty officer
third class in the rate of

famous interviews was a 1963

interview

even

In

spoke about changing his name
include

Jack

Ruby’s

Sammy Davis Jr., Jim Brown,
Carson,

and

Quincy

Jones. One of Haley’s most

herself

freedmen’s * aid
the

l870s

to

Boston

King
as

a

Susie King Taylor’s home
and school house in
Savannah on South
Broad Street, now
Oglethorpe Avenue

white family. While there she

Louisiana in the 1890s to care

met

and

Taylor.

married

She

Russell

remained

in

Boston for the rest of her life,
returning to the South only
occasionally. After a trip to

interview with Malcolm X for

mess attendant, one of the few

which led to their collaboration

work in a freely operating

enlisted designators open to
African-Americans at that time.
It was during his service in the

on the activist’s autobiography

freedmen’s

“The

Georgia.

Autobiography

supported

of

school
She

taught

in

for a dying son, she wrote her

40

“Reminiscences,”

which

Malcolm X.” He also completed

children in day school and “a

were privately published in

Pacific theater of operations that
Haley taught himself the craft of

a memoir of Malcolm X for

number of adults who came

1902. She died 10 years later.

writing stories. It is said that

Malcolm X died in February

during his enlistment he was

1965. The book sold well and

often paid by other sailors to
write love letters to their girl

was

Playboy

six

later

months

named

by

before

Time

magazine as one of the 10 most

friends. He talked of how the

important nonfiction books of

greatest enemy he and his crew

the 20th century. The memoir

Alex Haley and Georg Stanford Brown on location
during the making of the T.V. mini series “Roots”

MAKE
YOUR MARK
ON HISTORY!
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Have You Seen A
American Heart I American Stroke
Association. Association.

POWER TO DID STROKE.

• Glaucoma is the #1 cause of blindness among
African-Americans

You are the Power

• 80% of Glaucoma blindness can be prevented
• One half of all Glaucoma patients don’t know they have it
Call Now for your complimentary
glaucoma screening through July
(727)581-8706

Kevin C Greenidge, MD, MPH, FACS
board-certified, fellowship-trained glaucoma
specialist with 21 years of clinical and surgical
experience in complicated glaucoma cases.

Eve Institute
. tyi
Or west FloRidA

ThE

Better Vision~Our Specialty

St. Petersburg, Largo, Clearwater

Faith Cathedral
International Church
Bk Services at
Catherine. A. Hickman Theater
5501 27th Ave South
Gulfport, FL. 33707
I fcdl
J‘

Jr

^727)866-8469

Kttovu the

& Loretha Franklin

<-

IgC

of stroke.

Sudden numbness or weakness of the face, arm or leg,

‘.ROBox 11053

especially on one side of the body
Sudden confusion, trouble speaking or understanding

FL-33733
Scheduled Wtvice days are every 2nd & 4th Sunday
Scheduled

i

Sudden trouble seeing in one or both eyes

Oaii or email church for all additional services.

Sudden trouble walking, dizziness, loss of balance or coordination

Morning Services 9;30 am

Sudden, severe headache with no cause

“Now Faith is the Substance of things hoped for and the
Evidence of things not seen” - Hebrew 11:1

.

"This is the Lord's doing, it is marvelous in our eyes” - Psalms 118:23

1-888-4-STROKE^
StrokeAssociation.org/power

L A K -5 8 8 7 6 (IN C _ L G _ A ) 0 7 1 0 0 8

Power To End Stroke is supported by the Bristol-Myers Squibh/Sanofi Pharmaceutical Partnership.

publix.com/ads

Publix

Red Seedless Grapes
A Sweet, Healthy Snack Anytime of Day, California-Grown

SAVE UP TO 1.20 LB

Top Sirloin Steaks

Multigrain Bread

Boneless, Publix Premium Certified Beef, USDA Choice

Healthy Blend of Whole Grains, Handmade Throughout the Day,

SAVE UP TO 2.50 LB

From the Publix Bakery, 16-oz loaf

SAVE UP TO .60

20 Piece
Hot & Spicy Wings

r7AQ
...../“

Peter Pan
Peanut Butter

q4Q

12-Pack Assorted
12-Pack Selected
MichelobBeerCoca-Cola

Fried in Transfat Free Oil, Hot and Spicy,

Assorted Varieties, 14 to 18 oz jar

12-oz can or bot.

Breaded or Non-Breaded, Also Available

Quantity rights reserved.

SAVE UP TO 1.00

Freshly Chilled, each box

SAVE UP TO 2.59

(12-Paek Rolling Rock Pale Lager or

SAVE UP TO .50

Rolling Rock Pale Light Lager,

Products
12-oz can

SURPRISINGLY LOW PRICE

12-oz bot.... 9.99)

Prices effective Thursday, July 10 through Wednesday, July 16,2008.
Only in the Following Counties: Sumter, Lake, Polk and Osceola. Prices not effective at Publix Sabor. Quantity rights reserved.

w

